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ABSTRACT 
Baxocliiiic waves aje fiuidajneatal to tropospheric dynamics, and therefore it is of 
interest to understand their impact on atmospheric constituents. Here we examine the 
dynamics of the troposphere during baroclinic wave life cycles and study in detail their 
influence on constituent transport. We incorporate two methods of studying the atmo­
sphere. The first is the study of observations made by remote sensing of the atmosphere 
by satellites. The second is the examination of the atmosphere through the use of an 
atmospheric general circulation model. 
In axi observational case study, we used upper tropospheric water vapor measure­
ments from the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite Microwave Limb Sounder to in­
vestigate the structure and evolution of eastwaxd traveling medium-scale wave features 
in Southern Hemisphere summertime and found that the water vapor field is well cor­
related with meteorological fields and derived potential vorticity fields. These results 
are consistent with model paradigms for the structure and evolution of baroclinic dis­
turbances. 
In order to study the details of transport associated with baroclinic waves, we build 
upon the successes of other studies which use general circulation models to simulate 
baroclinic wave life cycles. These nonlineax simulations have shown that the wave evo­
lution consists of baroclinic growth, maturity and baxotropic decay. In our study, two 
life cycles are simulated with the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NC.A.R) 
community climate model (CCM2), starting with baroclinically unstable initial condi­
tions similar to those used by Thorncroft et al. (1993). The two life cycles differ in 
iJ 
the strength and sense of the horizontal shear of the zonal wind. This strongly influ­
ences the behavior which ensues. In terms of potential vorticity-potential temperature 
diagnostics, the basic case is characterized by thinning troughs which are advected anti-
cyclonically and equatorward, while the anomalous case has broadening troughs which 
wrap up cyclonically and poleward. In order to investigate transport during these two 
life cycles, four passive tracers are included in the simulation to be advected by the 
semi-Lagrangian transport scheme of CCM2. The resulting tracer budgets are analyzed 
in terms of the transformed Eulerian mean constituent transport formalism. Results 
show a net upward and poleward transport and a strong influence of the eddy flux term 
on the time tendency of the tracer. The largest transport occurs during the nonlinear 
growth stage of the life cycle. We also find that the transport varies little with the initial 
tracer distributions. 
1 
INTRODUCTION 
Overview 
Synoptic scale storm systems axe a dominajit feature of the extratropical troposphere. 
The mechanism responsible for the generation of the medium scale waves which create 
the variability of this region is baroclinic instability. Figure 1 shows an exajnple of a de­
veloping storm system which moved across the North American continent in late Maxch 
to early .A.pril of 1997. The figure displays the distribution of geopotential height on 
the 500 hPa pressure surface obtained from the archive of European Centre for Medium 
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMVVF) global ajialyses described by Trenberth (1992). .A. 
medium scaie wave pattern is clearly seen. .A.t this time a trough is developing on the 
western coast of North America which will produce storms over the Rocky mountains 
as the system reaches its mature stage. 
Observationally, baxoclinic waves are a dominant feature of the mid latitudes in the 
troposphere of both hemispheres. The circulation patterns of the Southern Hemisphere 
(SH) summer are often dominated by medium scale transient waves with periods near 10 
days (Salby 1982c; Hamiltion 1983; Randel and Stanford 1985b). In the Northern Hemi­
sphere (NH). baroclinic waves develop in the longitudinally localized stormtrack regions 
(Blackmon et al. 1984). In addition, studies utilizing model simulations have examined 
the details of the linear and nonlinear dynamics of the baroclinic system. Nonlinear 
and highly idealized simulations by general circulation models (GCM) have shown that 
500 hPa Geopotential Heights 
Figxire 1 The distribution of geopotential height on the 500 hPa pressure 
surface for 31 March 1997. Contours axe labeled in meters. 
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the evolutioa of the waves can be characterized by a well defined life cycle of baroclinic 
growth, maturity and barotropic decay (Simmons and Hoskins 1978). The characteris­
tics of these life cycles are similar to those observed in the atmosphere, demonstrating 
the usefulness of the simulation experiments. 
In this work, we examine the dynamics of the troposphere during baroclinic wave 
life cycles ajid study in detail their influence on constituent transport. We incorporate 
two methods of studying the atmosphere. The first is the study of observations made 
by remote sensing of the atmosphere by satellites. The second is the examination of the 
atmosphere through the use of an atmospheric general circidation model. 
Throughout this work we will delve into topics which involve atmospheric dynamics 
ajid trzmsport. Atmospheric dynamics refers to the fundamental physical laws which 
govern the motions of the atmosphere, the conservation of mass and momentum and 
the laws of thermodynamics. These motions in turn, dictate the processes and scales 
on which transport wiU occur. .A.ppendix B briefly describes the primitive equations 
and the formalism used to examine atmospheric motions. It also describes some of ohe 
diagnostics used to assess the characteristics of the dynamics and trajisport associated 
with baroclinic wave life cycles. 
The Earth's Troposphere 
The troposphere is the lowest major level of the earth's atmosphere. It extends from 
the surface to the tropopause, near 10 - 16 km, depending upon the latitude and season. 
Over 80% of the mass of the atmosphere and neaxly all of its water vapor is contained 
in the troposphere. Its thermal structure is determined by the balance of absorption of 
solax radiation by the surface, net radiative cooling in the upper troposphere, vertical 
transport of heat away from the surface by convection, large scale heat transport by 
synoptic scale eddies, and latent heating by water vapor. The result is a mean tempera­
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ture structure with a mziximuin at the surface aear the equator and temperatures which 
decrease toweird both poles. The winter hemisphere has a larger latitudinal temperature 
gradient thaji the summer hemisphere. Temperatures in this region also decrease with 
altitude with a lapse rate of approximately 6° km~^. The troposphere contains a wide 
variety of chemical species with assorted biogenic and anthropogenic sources and sinks. 
It is also an important source of wave activity which drives circulations in the middle and 
upper atmosphere. The earth's surface and laxid/sea contrasts act to introduce zonal 
cisymmetries into tropospheric circulations. 
The upper troposphere is sampled for weather forecasting by radiosonde balloons. 
Satellites provide measurements of temperature and water vapor, although water vapor 
continues to be difficult to measure. While satellites have also been very effective in 
determining constituent distributions in the stratosphere, chemical species measurements 
in the troposphere are presently sparse and typically only available from specific field 
campaigns. The next generation of satellites will attempt to probe the lower stratosphere 
and upper troposphere more completely. 
Present interest in tropospheric processes include the formation and impact of air 
pollution, the role of aerosols in atmospheric chemistry, the radiative and climatic effects 
rf clouds and water vapor, and the djrnamics of transport processes in the troposphere, 
particularly those which lead to exchange between the stratosphere and troposphere. 
Due to the radiative, dynamical, and chemical coupling between the stratosphere and 
troposphere, the dynamical exchange across the tropopause has implications for chem­
istry and radiation in that region. 
On ':verage, the troposphere tends to be well mixed on timescales on the order 
of months, although local transport times can be much faster and the mixing \'aries 
spatially and temporally. The principal mechanisms for mixing in this region of the 
atmosphere are convection and baroclinic instability. Convection mixes the atmosphere 
across potential temperature surfaces and acts to stabilize the troposphere, which can 
be unstable locally due to surface heating and the presence of water vapor. Convection 
processes can also occur in storm systems associated with baxoclinic instability. The 
tropospheric circulation in the mid latitudes is dominated by baroclinic disturbances. 
These systems mix both vertically and horizontally along potential temperature sur­
faces. They also produce large variability in the day to day winds and surface pressures. 
Baroclinic waves are evident in surface and upper air observations, as in Figure 1. and 
come in a wide range of temporal and spatial structure. Tjrpical wave scales are the 
order of five days and several thousand kilometers (Blackmon et al. 1984; Randel and 
Stanford 1985a). 
Distributions of tracer fields in the atmosphere depend upon the locations of sources 
and sinks and on the timescaies of transport and chemical processes. Species with long 
chemical lifetimes (with respect to the advection time scale), such as N2O and CH4, have 
distributions which are strongly dependent upon transport processes. Highly reactive 
species with short chemical lifetime, such as NO and OH, respond quickly to local 
conditions and are less apt to show the signatures of dynamical advectioa. Dyuamical 
processes influence chemistry by transporting and redistributing chemical species away 
from their source regions. In general, species distributions depend upon dynamics, 
chemistry and the coupling between the two mechaxiisms. An understanding of the 
distributions of chemical species requires the inclusion of both topics. 
The analysis of distributions and variability of atmospheric tracers has been a useful 
tool in learning about the structure and mass flow in the atmosphere. Numerous in­
stances of this can be found in a survey of atmospheric science literature. For example, 
measurements of constituents in and around the polar vortex regions are used to under­
stand ozone chemistry and transport processes in that region, (e.g. Schoeberl et al. 1992; 
Manney et al. 1995). Constituent distributions from aircraft measurements are used to 
identify stratosphere-troposphere exchange in tropopause folds and cut-off'lows (Shapiro 
1980: Browell et al. 1987). Subsynoptic flow features of stratospheric intrusions into the 
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troposphere were analyzed, using potential vorticity and tropospheric water vapor distri­
butions (Appenzelleret al. 1996). In addition, atmospheric models with various degrees 
of complexity and dimensionality have also been developed and used to study the trans­
port and chemical conversion of atmospheric gases and particulates and to compliment 
observational information. 
The work presented here uses observations of upper tropospheric water vapor to 
analyze the impact of baroclinic waves in distributions during the SH summer. We also 
build on the success of general circulation models to simulate baroclinic wave life cycles 
and incorporate passive tracers to be advected by the transport scheme. With this tool 
we study transport processes during the baroclinic wave life cycles. 
Baroclinic Wave Life Cycles 
Due to their fundamental role in tropospheric dynamics, the properties of baroclinic 
waves have been extensively studied. The initial work of Chamey (1947) and Eady 
(1949) examined the theory of linear growth of baroclinic waves. Other investigations 
of baroclinic instability and the development of baroclinic waves have followed utilizing 
analytical, numerical and observational techniques (e.g. Simmons and Hoskins 1978, 
1980; Lau 1979: Randel and Stanford 1985a, b; Feldstein and Held 1989; Feldstein 
1994; Lim and Wallace 1991; Thomcroft et al. 1993). Early work focused on linear 
instability while recent studies look at the fuU nonlinear dynamics of the instability. 
Studies which used fully nonlinear multileveled models based on the primitive equations 
consider highly idealized dynamical situations with an initial disturbance confined to a 
single zonal waveaumber superimposed on a zonal mean flow. The nonlinear evolution of 
the waves can be characterized by a life cycle of initial linear baxoclinic growth, maturity, 
followed by barotropic decay processes. These systems provide a predominant means of 
heat and momentum transport in the extratropical tropopause. 
The mathematical theory of linecir and nonlinear baxoclinic instability has been de­
veloped since the initial work of Chamey (1947) and Eady (1949) and is described in 
fluid dynamics texts (e.g. Pedlosky 1987). The instability is a dynamic instability in that 
its amplifications depend upon the motions of the basic state. Baxoclinic instability is 
the result of a vertical sheax in the zonal mean zonal wind which implies a meridional 
temperature gradient from the thermal wind equation (see .A-ppendix A). The instability 
allows small zonally asymmetric perturbations on the mean flow to amplify by converting 
mean flow potential energy into eddy kinetic energy. 
Life cycles of baxoclinic waves in the troposphere have been studied with both ide­
alized modeling and observational studies. Compaxisons of the baxoclinic wave life cy­
cles produced from model experiments and observational studies (Randel and Stan­
ford 19S5a, Baxns and Young 1992) show agreement in the characteristics of baxoclinic 
growth, maturity, and baxotropic decay stages of the life cycles. The studies are dynam­
ically analyzed and characterized in terms of spectral signatures, evolution of wave and 
background mean flow energy, EP flux diagnostics, and wave mean flow interactions. 
These techniques are utilized in chapters 2 and 3 to describe the baxoclinic waves in this 
study. 
In general, there axe four overlapping stages of life cycle development (Hoskins 1990) 
starting with a linear eddy growth stage. Initially, heat flux peaks at lower levels and 
eddy energy increases quasi-exponentially. Frontal regions then develop at the surface 
and strong winds occxu- in association with the deep low pressure regions. In the third 
stage low-level growth decreases and the wave activity propagates into the upper tropo­
sphere. Finally, in the upper levels waves break or form cutoflT cyclones. 
Other studies have looked at various aspects of baxoclinic waves. James (1987) 
showed that the growth rates of the waves axe reduced in the presence of horizontal 
shear at the lower levels. The structures and evolutions of baxoclinic waves have been 
identified using regression analysis and correlations statistics (Blackmon et al. 1984: 
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Lim cind Wallace 1991). Gutowski et al. (1989) showed that baroclinic waves in moist 
environments attained enhanced vertical motions compared with dry experiments. Nu­
merical experiments by Branscome et al. (1989) incorporate surface friction and surface 
fluxes of heat and momentum into simulations of baroclinic waves. Their results show 
that surface processes reduce the maximum amplitude attained by the wave and that 
the structures of the mature waves are more consistent with observations. Baxnes and 
Young (1992) study multiple life cycles, focusing on the influences of surface drag and 
thermal damping. They report that surface drag plays a crucial role in suppressing 
the stabilization of the flow and allows multiple life cycles of baroclinic growth and 
barotropic decay to occur. 
Thomcroft et al. (1993) describe two paradigms of life cycle evolution, LCI and LC2. 
(originally denoted the "basic" ajid "anomalous" cases by .Simmons and Hoskins (1980)). 
They simulated two idealized zonal wave six life cycles with initial mean flows that dif­
fered only in the strength and sense of the horizontal shear of the zonal wind. In the 
initial growth stage the waves evolve similarly, but become different during their non­
linear mature stages. In terms of potential vorticity-potential temperature (PV-theta) 
diagnostics (Hoskins et al. 1985), LCl portrays northeastward to southwestward tilted 
thinning troughs which axe advected anticyclonically and equatorwaxd. The life cycle 
consists of baroclinic growth followed by barotropic decay with poleward momentum 
fluxes. LC2 has northwestward to southeastward tilting broadening troughs which wrap 
up cyclonically and poleward, producing cut off cyclones at high latitudes. 
Hartmann (1995) studied characteristics of zonal flow vacillation in the SH using 
13 years of global analysis. The two extreme phases of the vacillation revealed funda­
mentally different synoptic evolutions which axe similar to the two life cycle paradigms. 
Lee and Feldstein (1996) further the study of the two life cycle paradigms and char­
acterize two distinct types of wave breaking in an aquaplanet GCM using empirical 
orthogonal function analysis. They suggest that understanding the different nonlinear 
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evolution of tlie baxoclinic waves may be importajit for understanding the variability of 
the stormtrack regions and for understanding mid latitude circulation climatology since 
wave mean flow interaction will be different for the two types of wave breaking. One of 
our goaJs in this study is to investigate the behavior of passive tracers during the two 
life cycle paradigms of Thomcroft et ai. (1993). 
Dissertation Organization 
The rest of this tome is organized as follows. The variability of atmospheric con­
stituents in the upper troposphere associated with baroclinic instability is discussed 
in the second and third chapters. An observational study of upper troposphere water 
vapor, in Chapter 2, has been published in Geophysical Research Letters. Chapter 3 
forms a manuscript describing the transport of passive tracers in the two paradigms of 
baroclinic wave life cycles and is under review for The Journal of Atmospheric Sciences. 
The conclusions from those two studies and some topics for further study axe described 
in the fourth chapter. .A-ppendix is a glossary of concepts, acronyms, ajid notation 
used in atmospheric science and throughout this work. The Transformed Eulerian Mean 
(TEM) formalism used in Chapter 3 is described in Appendix B. The references cited in 
the general introduction and conclusion are listed after the appendices. .Also included in 
this thesis, in .Appendix C, is a preliminary unrelated project which used the techniques 
of space-time spectra analysis to examine equatorial Kelvin waves. This work has been 
published in the Journal of Geophysical Research. 
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BAROCLINIC WAVE VARIATIONS OBSERVED IN MLS 
UPPER TROPOSPHERIC WATER VAPOR 
A paper published in Geophysical Research Letters^ 
Elizabeth M. Stoae^'^, William J. Randel^, John L. Stanford^, William G. Read**, and 
Joe W. Waters'* 
Abstract 
Upper tropospheric water vapor measurements from the UARS Microwave Limb 
Sounder axe used to investigate the structure and evolution of eastward traveling medium 
scale wave features in Southern Hemisphere summertime. The extratropical Southern 
Hemisphere summer circulation pattern is frequently dominated by medium scale waves 
which exhibit life cycles of baroclinic growth and barotropic decay. The water vapor 
field during such life cycles is examined here and found to be well correlated with me­
teorological fields derived from European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts 
global analyses. From mid Jaxiuary to mid Februaxy 1992 several episodes of growth 
and decay in the amplitude of eastward traveling waves are found in the water vapor 
and meteorological data at levels of the upper troposphere, with zonal waves four, five 
^Reprinted with permission from Geophysical Research Letters, 23, 2967-2970, 1996, copyright by 
the Americzm GeophysicJil Union. 
"National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder. Colorado 
^Department of Physics and Astronomy, Iowa State University, .\mes 
''Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology. Pasadena 
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and six being predominant modes. The water vapor data are compared with derived 
potential vorticity (PV) fields, with strong anticorrelation observed in middle and high 
latitudes. The results are consistent with model paradigms for the structure and evolu­
tion of baxoclinic disturbances, coupled with the known cheiracteristics of high PV and 
low water vapor miying ratios in lower stratospheric air peircels and the reverse for upper 
tropospheric air. 
Introduction 
The extratropical Southern Hemisphere (SH) smnmer circulation pattern is fre­
quently dominated by mediimi scale waves (zonal wavenumbers 4 - 7), which propagate 
eastward with periods near 10 days [Salby, 1982; Hamilton, 1983; Randel and Stanford. 
1985]. The medium scale waves often exhibit well defined life cycles of baxoclinic growth 
and barotropic decay, and appear very similar to the idealized baroclinic waves stud­
ied by Simmons and Hoskins [1978], Barnes and Young [1992], and Thomcroft et al. 
[1993]. Northern Hemisphere baroclinic waves are commonly longitudinally localized 
along stormtrack regions [e. g., Blackmon et al., 1984], whereas SH features often have 
wave maxima distributed more symmetrically around a latitude circle. These systems 
provide a dominant means of heat and momentum transport in the troposphere. 
Since baroclinic waves are fimdamental to tropospheric dynamics, they can be ex­
pected to impact atmospheric constituent distributions. Schoeberl and Krueger [1983] 
observed medium scale wave disturbances (zonal wave 5) in SH measurements of total 
column ozone from the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS). Mote et al. [1991] 
find baroclinic wave signatures in TOMS ozone data along Northern Hemisphere oceanic 
stormtrack regions. Signatures of baroclinic waves have been studied previously in tro­
pospheric water vapor distributions derived from satellite observations of radiances in 
the 6-7 nm water vapor absorption bands [e.g., Rodgers et al.. 1976: Appenzeller et 
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al.. 1996]. Measurements of this type have a broad vertical resolution and are sensitive 
to water vapor in approximately the upper third of the troposphere under clear sky 
conditions. 
Elson et al. [1996] have examined space-time variability of upper tropospheric water 
vapor from the Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) on the Upper Atmospheric Research 
Satellite (U.A.RS) and have noted eastward traveling mediimi-scale waves during the SH 
summer. Our work extends that study by examining in more detail the medium scale 
waves during one month, including their association with meteorologicai fields derived 
from operational ajialyses. 
Data 
The Microwave Limb Sounder [Barath et al., 1993] observes emissions at the limb of 
the atmosphere simultaneously in spectral bands at 63, 183, and 205 GHz. When the 205 
GHz spectral band is scanned down through the troposphere, the dominant contribution 
to its measured signal is thermal emission from water vapor. The retrieval process for 
the preliminary upper tropospheric water vapor data analyzed here is reported by Read 
et al. [1995]. The vertical resolution of the data is limited by the instrument's 3 km 
field of view. Retrievals are made on 4 vertical levels in the upper troposphere (464 
hPa, 315 hPa, 215 hPa, and 146 hPa). The best sensitivity to water vapor occurs where 
the abundances are ~100 - 300 ppmv which corresponds to altitudes near 12 km at low 
latitudes and 7 km at high latitudes. Although the data have yet to be systematically 
validated. Read et al. [1995] find reasonable agreement among comparisons of the MLS 
water vapor with modeled and assimilated data and demonstrate that the water vapor 
fields are able to track synoptic scale variability. Reasonable agreement is found in 
comparisons of the MLS upper tropospheric water vapor measurements w^ith in situ 
aircraft measurements [Newell et al.. 1995]. 
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The data ancdyzed here have been synopticaily mapped using a Kaiman filter tech­
nique which gives once daily values for the zonal mean and the coefficients for zonal 
waves 1-6 with meridional resolution of 4°. This study focuses on the 215 hPa verti­
cal level for the month of 15 January - 13 February 1992. During this time the MLS 
instrument covered the latitude range of 80°S - 34°N. The meteorological fields used in 
this study are taJcen from the archive of European Centre for Mediimi Rajige Weather 
Forecasts (ECMWF) global analyses described by Trenberth [1992]. The data have been 
tnmcated to zonal waves 0 - 6 to match the resolution of the MLS data. 
Observed Medium Scale Wave Features 
Figure la shows a synoptic map of the MLS upper tropospheric water vapor data at 
215 hPa on 20 .January 1992. A zonal wavenumber 5 pattern clearly dominates the mid 
latitudes. The maximum amplitude of this wave exists at 48°S where the perturbation is 
38% of the zonal mean value for this latitude. A marked medium scale wave structure, 
with any of zonal waves 4, 5 or 6 being predominant, is discernible for many of the 
days considered in this study. The ECMWF analysis of 250 hPa geopotential height 
for this day, is shown in Figure lb. There is a strong correlation between the water 
vapor and geopotential data over mid latitudes, with troughs in the height field aligned 
with regions of low water vapor mixing ratio and positive perturbations in water vapor 
corresponding to the height ridge lines. 
The schematic in Figure 2 depicts the synoptic scale structure of a developing baro-
clinic wave produced from an idealized nonlinear baroclinic wave life cycle simulation (a 
zonal wavenumber 6 life cycle simulated using the NC.A.R CCM2, similar to the model 
results of Simmons and Hoskins [1978]; details to be reported elsewhere). This idealized 
simulation demonstrates how water vapor fields in the upper troposphere are related to 
dynamical structure in a developing baroclinic wave. The trough and ridge axis, which 
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Figure 1 Polax plots of the SH for 20 January 1990. (a) MLS water vapor 
field (ppmv) at 215 hPa and (b) ECMWF 250 hPa geopotential 
height (m). Lines of constant latitude and longitude are drawn 
every 20 degrees. Meridional coverage is from 20°S to the pole. 
Geopotential height contours axe incremented by 150 m. 
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Figure 2 Schematic illustration of a developing baroclinic wave on a longi­
tude-height cross section derived from cm idealized life cycle simu­
lation. Vectors represent vertical velocity; Q and X represent the 
ridge and trough axis. Contours (2, 4,...10, 20,...100) are of water 
vapor mixing ratio in 10~® kg/kg. 
tilt westward with increasing height, the vertical velocity, and the water vapor field are 
displayed for two zonal wavelengths. Air descending west of the surface low pressure 
originates from higher altitudes and is very dry. In front (east) of the surface low, warm 
and moist air rises. In the region of the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere, 
where values of water vapor mixing ratio drop off rapidly with increasing height, there 
is a strong correlation between the water vapor and geopotential height fields. 
In order to quantify the spectral content of traveling waves in these data, we calculate 
space-time power spectra according to the technique of Hayashi [1971]. Figure 3 shows 
zonal wavenumber-frequency sections at 48°S of eastward and westward spectral power 
for the water vapor and geopotential height data sets. The two fields have similar signals 
with maxima occurring in eastward propagating zonal waves 4-5 with periods of 10 - 15 
days. Calculations of cross spectra between the two fields (not shown) reveal significant 
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coherence aJid neax zero phase difference for eastwaxd propagating, medium scale wave 
features with periods longer than 5 days. 
Figure 4 shows a time versus longitude diagram for the water vapor data at 44° S. 
constructed from zonal waves 4-6. This illustrates several episodes of wave growth and 
decay and regulax eastward phcise movement throughout the record. Note that no time 
filtering was used to construct Figure 4. Nearly identical patterns are observed in the 
geopotential height data (not shown). The first event, occurring over January 17 - 22. 
is dominated by zonal wave 5. Two growth and decay episodes are also seen in February 
encompassing zonal waves 4, 5 and 6. 
Comparison with Potential Vorticity 
Baroclinic waves are often chaxacterized by potential vorticity (PV) anomalies in 
the upper troposphere [Hoskins et al.. 1985; Thomcroft et ai, 1993; Hartmann^ I995|. 
Because P V acts as a tracer of fluid motions on advective time scales, it is of interest to 
quantify the relationship between PV and the water vapor data here. 
Figure 5 shows a time sequence (over January 18 - 22) of the water vapor field 
with contours of the absolute value of PV on the 250 hPa surface overlaid. The PV=2 
PVU approximately denotes the boundaxy between the troposphere and stratosphere. 
.A. prominent zonal wave 5 is seen in the mid latitude PV and water vapor fields on these 
days. Meridional gradients of the two tracers are aligned and out of phase. Large values 
of PV, denoting stratospheric air, correspond to low water vapor mixing ratios, and 
conversely water vapor values indicative of moist tropospheric air coincide with regions 
of low PV. This overall agreement between the mid latitude wave structure of the two 
fields is typical for the days comprising this study. 
To quantify the PV-water vapor mixing ratio coherence. Figure 6 shows a scatter 
diagram of the two fields sampled over the 40°S - 60°S latitudinal range and the 30 days 
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Figure 3 Zonal wavenumber versus frequency power spectra at 48°S for (a) 
MLS water vapor and (b) ECMWF geopotentiaJ height. Contours 
are drawn at 20%, 40%, ... 100% of the meiximum value. Regions 
of 60% and laxger are shaded. Labels along the abscissa axe periods 
in days and frequencies in day"'. The spectral band width (BW) 
is shown. 
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Figure 4 Time versus longitude diagram of zonal waves 4-6 MLS water 
vapor at 44°S and 215 hPa. Solid (dashed) contours in ppmv 
begin at 3.0 (-3.0) and increment (decrement) by 6.0. Regions 
with negative perturbation mixing ratio are shaded. 
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MLS 215mb Water Vapor and PV 
. 16 January 1992 . 
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Figure 5 Latitude-longitude plots of upper tropospheric water vapor and 
PV for January 18, 20, 22, 1992. Color contours (scale shown in 
Fig. 1) show the MLS water vapor field at 215 hPa. Overlaid con­
tours denote the negative PV field (0.5, 1, 2, ...PVU, 1 PVU=10~® 
K s~^ kg~^). 
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Figure 6 Scatter diagrajn comparing the upper tropospheric MLS water 
vapor mixing ratio (ppmv) at 215 hPa versus the calculated PV 
field (PVU) at 250 hPa over the latitudinal rajige of 40°S-60°S. 
sajnpled over the 30 days in the study. 
included in this study. .\s anticipated, an approximate anticorrelation of the two fields 
is observed. However, there is significant scatter in the figure which shows that although 
the water vapor and PV fields are related, it is not a compact correspondence. We find 
similar scatter in PV-water vapor correlations derived from the idealized model results 
discussed above in relation to Figure 2, suggesting the scatter in Figure 6 is not due 
solely to instrumental or sampling effects. 
The sequence of days in Figure 5 shows the medium scale waves in the water vapor 
and PV extending over a wide meridional range (60°S - 20°S). The observed spatial 
structure suggests that there may be some relationship between variations in the sub­
tropical regions and middle latitudes. Regions of detached dry air, with mixing ratios 
typical of the middle and high latitudes or of higher altitudes, are found in the sub-
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tropical region. The waves equatorward of 30"S are quasi-stationary in contrast to the 
eastward traveling perturbations in the middle latitudes. 
Summary 
.A. case study analysis of UARS MLS upper tropospheric water vapor measurements 
in the SH summertime reveals lajge amplitude medium scale wave features. Maximum 
power in the mid latitudes is found in eastward traveling zonal waves 4-5 with periods of 
10 - 15 days and these features are shown here to be associated with traveling baroclinic 
waves. The features compare well with similar structure found in ECMWF geopotential 
height and P V fields in agreement with the upper level development of a baroclinic wave. 
Recognizing distinct synoptic scale features in the relatively aew MLS tropospheric water 
vapor data set attests to its usefulness for upper tropospheric studies. 
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TRANSPORT OF PASSIVE TRACERS IN BAROCLINIC 
WAVE LIFE CYCLES 
A paper submitted to The Journal of the Atmospheric Sciences 
Elizabeth M. Stone^*^. WiUiam J. Randel*^. and John L. Stanford^ 
Abstract 
The transport of passive tracers in idealized baxoclinic wave life cycles is studied using 
output from the NCAR community climate model (CCM2). We simulate two life cycles, 
LCn and LCs. starting with baroclinically unstable initial conditions similax to those 
used by Thomcroft et al. (1993) in their study of two life cycle paradigms. LCn and 
LCs have different initial horizontal wind shear structures which result in distinctive 
non linear development. In terms of potential vorticity-potential temperature (PV-
theta) diagnostics, the LCn case is characterized by thinning troughs which are advected 
anticyclonically and equatorward, while the LCs case has broadening troughs which wrap 
up cyclonically and poleward. 
Four idealized passive tracers are included in the model to be advected by the 
semi-Lagrangian transport scheme of the CCM2, and their evolutions are investigated 
throughout the life cycles. Tracer budgets are analyzed in terms of the transformed 
^National Center for Atmospheric Resezurch, Boulder, Colorado 
"Department of Physics and Astronomy, Iowa State University, Ames 
Eulerian meaji (TEM) constituent transport formalism. Results for both. LCn ctnd LCs 
show transport that is downgradient with respect to the background structure of the 
tracer field, but with a characteristic spatial structure which majcimizes in the middle to 
high latitudes. For the idealized tropospheric tracers in this study, this represents a net 
upward and poleward transport that enhances concentrations at high latitudes. These 
results vary little with the initial distribution of the constituent field. The time tendency 
of the tracer is influenced most strongly by the eddy flux term, with the largest trans­
port occurring during the non lineax growth stage of the life cycle. We also study the 
transport of a lower-stratospheric tracer, to quantify stratosphere-troposphere exchange 
for baroclinic waves. 
Introduction 
Due to their fimdamental importance to mid latitude tropospheric dynamics, baxo-
clinic waves have been the focus of several model simulation studies (Simmons and 
Hoskins 1978, 1980; Gutowski et al. 1989, 1992; Branscome et al. 1989; Barnes and 
Young 1992, Thomcroft et al. 1993, hereafter THM). These nonlinear and highly ideal­
ized simulations have shown that the evolution of the waves can be characterized by a 
well defined life cycle of baroclinic growth, maturity and barotropic decay. 
Of particular interest have been the two paradigms of life cycle evolution, LCI and 
LC2, described by THM (originally denoted the "basic" and "anomalous" cases by Sim­
mons and Hoskins (1980)). They simulated two idealized zonal wave 6 life cycles with 
initial mean flows that differed only in the strength and sense of the horizontal shear of 
the zonal wind. This difference in horizontal shear strongly influenced the type of be­
havior which ensued. In the initial growth stage the waves evolve similarly, but become 
different during their nonlinear mature stages. The two paradigms are characterized in 
terms of ''cyclonic" and "anticyclonic" behavior, referring to the air flow pattern along 
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isentropic surfaces. LCI exhibits predominately anticyclonic behavior and is character­
ized as an equatorward wave breaking event. In terms of potential vorticity-potential 
temperature (PV-theta) diagnostics (Hoskins et al. 1985), LCI portrays northeastward 
to southwestward tilted thinning troughs which are advected anticyclonicaily and equa­
torward. The life cycle consists of baroclinic growth followed by barotropic decay with 
polewaxd momentum fluxes. LC2 has northwestward to southeastward tilting broaden­
ing troughs which wrap up cyclonicaUy and polewaxd (deemed purely cyclonic behavior) 
producing cut off cyclones at high latitudes. Lee and Feldstein (1996) describe a further 
analysis of the wave breaking paradigms by studying cyclonic and anticyclonic wave 
breaking in an aquaplanet GCM simulation with a full wave number spectnma. 
The usefulness of the idealized bajoclinic wave studies is borne out in their similarity 
to observational data. The extratropical Southern Hemisphere (SH) sxmmier circulation 
pattern is frequently dominated by medium scale, eastward propagating waves (Salby 
1982; Hamilton 1983; Randel and Stanford 1985a, b) which often exhibit well defined life 
cycles. Furthermore, both the time average spatial structure and the transient statistical 
signatures of eddy heat, momentum, and potential vorticity fluxes observed in both the 
NH and SH are similar to characteristics in these idealized life cycles (Randel and Held 
1991). This suggests that much of the fundamental dynamics of tropospheric eddies 
and their interactions with the mean flow can be understood based on the life cycle 
paradigm. The aim of this work is for a similar idealized understanding of tropospheric 
tracer transport. 
The distinction between the two life cycle paradigms of THM is useful for under­
standing real systems which combine the cyclonic and anticyclonic behavior. THM 
show examples of the two types of behavior in operational meteorological analyses (see 
their Fig. 14). Hartmann (1995) studied characteristics of zonal flow vacillation in the 
SH using 13 years of global analysis. The two extreme phases of the vacillation re­
vealed fundamentally different synoptic evolutions which are similar to the two life cycle 
peixadigms. 
Studies of baxoclinic waves have also included their impact on atmospheric con­
stituent distributions. Measurements of total column ozone from the Tottd Ozone Map­
ping Spectrometer have revealed baxoclinic wave disturbances in the SH (Schoeberl £md 
Krueger 1983) and along NH oceanic stormtrack regions (Mote et al. 1991). Stone et 
al. (1996) investigated medium scale waves in upper tropospheric water vapor from the 
UARS Microwave Limb Sounder. 
Our goal in this study is to investigate the behavior of passive tracers during the 
two types of life cycles. We run a simulation with the NCAR community climate model. 
CCM'2, with initial conditions similar to those used in the LCl and LC2 experiments. 
The dynamic evolutions of these life cycles are described briefly. We then examine the 
tracer budgets utilizing the transformed Eulerian mean (TEM) constituent transport for­
malism. with the aim of separating eddy and mean meridional circulation components, 
and detail the net transport during the wave growth, maturity, and decay stages. Three 
different tropospheric constituent distributions are advected by the transport scheme of 
the CCM2 to assess the influence of the initial distribution on the transport character­
istics. We also study stratosphere-troposphere exchange in the life cycles by using a 
tracer with an initial distribution only in the lower stratosphere. 
Model description and initial conditions 
Model description 
The CCM2 (Hack et al. 1993; 1994) is a 3-D atmospheric general circulation model 
developed at NCAR for the purpose of climate simulation studies and medium to long-
range forecast studies. The simulation analyzed here uses the standard configuration 
of the CCM2, T42 spectral resolution and 18 vertical levels (992.5, 970.4, 929.3, 866.4. 
786.5. 695.2. 598.2. 501.3, 409.0, 324.8. 251.2. 189.2, 138.7, 99.0, 63.9, 32.6. 13.1. 4.8 
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mb). T42 resolution has 128 longitudes and 64 latitudes on a Gaussian grid (approx­
imately 2.8 degree horizontal resolution). The vertical coordinate of the model is a 
hybrid-sigma coordinate which follows the terrain necir the surface and becomes purely 
a pressure coordinate above 100 mb. The model time step is 20 minutes. The dry dy­
namical equations are solved by a spectral transform method in the horizontal and finite 
differences in the vertical. 
Constituent transport is accomplished by meajis of a shape preserving, semi-
Lagrangian method (Williamson and Rasch 1989; Rasch and Williamson 1990) applied 
on the latitude-longitude grid. Horizontal diffusion is not applied to constituents trans­
ported by the model. CCM2's constituent trajisport abilities have been utilized in studies 
of water vapor transport (Williamson and Rasch 1994), the seasonal cycle of C02 (Er-
ickson et al. 1996), and the transport of CFC13 (Hartley et aJ. 1994). Zapotocny et al. 
(L996, 1997) examine the transport and conservation abilities for inert trace constituents 
in the CCM2. 
Several alterations to the standard configuration of the CCM2 were made for the 
simulations in this study. An adiabatic version of the model was used which eliminated 
radiative heating and moist physical processes (convection, precipitation, evaporation, 
and temperature adjustment due to latent heating). Model fields retain only their zonal 
mean, zonal wave six and wave six harmonic values. An aquaplanet was simulated 
by setting the surface type and boundary conditions to their standard ocean values 
everywhere on the model surface. 
Initial conditions 
Since the model simulations are done with adiabatic, aquaplanet conditions, there 
is no difference between the two hemispheres simulated by the model. Given this, and 
the fact that the time scales of the integrations axe short enough such that there is little 
inter-hemispheric interaction, one model rim can be used to simulate two life cycles 
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simultaneously, one in each hemisphere. The initial zonal wind fields for the NH and SH 
of the model simulation, shown in the top panel of Fig. I, were designed to be similaj: to 
the wind fields of the LCI ajid LC2 cases of THM, respectively. The wind field in the 
SH is identical to that of the NH, but with an added barotropic component which is -10 
m/s at 50°S and 10 m/s at 20°S. The jet core in each hemisphere is near the 200 mb 
level with meiximum velocities of 43 m/s in the NH and 35 m/s in the SH. The NH of 
the model wiU be used to simulate the LCn ('n' for no additional horizontal shear and 
North) case and the SH for the LCs ('s' for increased horizontal shear and South) case. 
Subsequent plots show both cases simultaneously, LCn in the NH and LCs in the SH. 
The initial perturbations in the zonal and meridional wind, temperature, and surface 
pressure fields were obtained from a model calculation using a linear version of CCM2 
(Grant Branstator, private communication). The fastest growing zonal wave 6 structure 
from this model output was normalized to a 1 mb surface pressure perturbation and 
added to the initial zonal meaJi fields. 
The simulation included four passive tracers (xi - Xa) to be advected by the trans­
port scheme of the CCM2. The numerical values representing the mixing ratios of these 
passive tracers are arbitrary. The mid latitude tracer, has a maximum in each hemi­
sphere at 45° and decreases in value symmetrically toward the poles and equator and 
with decreasing pressure. Although idealized, xi's structure represents a tracer with a 
mid latitude source. ,^2's a vertically stratified tracer with an initial vertical gradient 
of 10/km, and \3 is a horizontally stratified tracer with its largest values occurring at 
the equator and a meridional gradient of 2/° latitude. X2 and X3 were constructed to 
be orthogonal to each other such that we could assess the influence of the meridional 
and vertical tracer gradients on the transport characteristics associated with the baro-
clinic wave event, x-i is a step function tracer initialized with a value of unity in the 
stratosphere (above the tropopause) and zero in the troposphere. The tropopause was 
defined here by the PV=2 PVU (1 PVU=10~® m^ K s~^ kg~^) location in the middle 
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and high latitudes and the 380 K potential temperature surface in the tropics. Poleward 
of 60°, the 2 PVTJ surface is at approximately 8 km. The 2 PVXJ and 380 K surfaces 
intersect near 15° and 14 km. The stratospheric tracer is used to analyze the effect of 
the baroclinic waves on transport neax the tropopause. 
Life cycle description 
The model simulation analyzed for this study is an 18 day nm initialized as described 
in the previous section and run in an adiabatic version of the CCM2. Two life cycles. 
LCn and LCs are produced as output. The evolution of the chaimel-integrated (866 mb 
- 13 mb. 30° - 60°) eddy kinetic energy is shown in Fig. 2. The two cases show similar 
energy evolution over the first 10 days of the run with regards to amplitude and growth 
and decay rates. The maximum eddy kinetic energy occurs on day 7. After day 10 of 
the simulation, the eddy kinetic energy of the LCn case remains small while LCs has 
a second growth and decay cycle. Most of the discussion will focus on the first growth 
and decay cycle (days 0 - 10) of the two cases. Despite the similarity in the eddy kinetic 
energy for the two cases, seen in Fig. 2, the following results show significant differences 
in their life cycle evolutions. 
-A. comparison of the initial wind field with that of day 10 (Fig. 1) shows that the 
jet of LCn (displayed in the NH) moves about 10 degrees poleward during the life cycle 
while the jet core of the LCs (displayed in the SH) moves a few degrees equatorward 
during this time. Both jets axe more barotropic on day 10. The time averaged tendency 
of the zonal wind, du/dt, is also shown in Fig. 1. The two life cycles display nearly 
opposite tendency patterns. The zonal wind tendency of LCn is positive poleward of 
the initial jet core location and negative equatorward of it. The positive and negative 
regions are reversed for the LCs case. 
Eliassen-PaJm (EP) flux diagrams (Edmon et al. 1980) are useful to depict the di-
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Figure 2 The time evolution of eddy kinetic energy. The solid (dashed) line 
represents LCn (LCs) energy values. Ordinate values represent 
energy per unit area in 10® J m~^. 
rection and relative importance of eddy heat and momentum fluxes along with the net 
wave forcing of the zonal meaji flow. Figure 3 displays EP flux diagrams for three time 
segments in the life cycles (growth, maturity, and decay). During the initial days of 
baroclinic growth, both LCn ajid LCs show convergence and vertical EP flux vectors 
(poleward heat flux) confined to low levels of the mid latitudes. The convergence re­
gion moves into the upper troposphere during days 5-7 corresponding to the vertical 
propagation of wave activity. At this time, a difference between the two cases becomes 
apparent. LCn vectors turn equatorward in the upper troposphere identifying poleward 
momentum flux. In the LCs case, the EP flux vectors turn poleward, indicating equator-
ward transport of momentvma, and are not as strong as their LCn counter parts. Near 
35° S. there are small amplitude vectors which point equatorwaxd. 
The diagrams for days 8-9 also show a marked difference between the two life 
cycles. Each has a divergence-convergence pair centered in the upper troposphere but 
with opposite polarity. In the case of LCn. the convergence region is equatorward of 40°N 
and the divergence is poleward of this latitude. The vectors are predominantly horizontal 
and point equatorward. LCs has a reversed pattern of divergence and convergence, as 
compared with LCn, which is centered at approximately 50°S. In this case, the vectors 
point poleward and slightly downward. As previously noted, the EP flux divergence 
represents the net influence of the eddies on the zonal mean flow. A comparison of the 
EP flux divergence in the decay stage of the life cycles (bottom panel of Fig. 3) with the 
time mean tendency of the zonal wind in Fig. 1 shows that the convergence-divergence 
pairs correspond to the patterns of positive and negative tendency of the zonal wind. 
The two life cycles can also be compared and contrasted in terms of their synoptic 
evolution. Four day sequences of potential vorticity distributions on the 315 K surface 
are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for the LCn and LCs cases, respectively. The 315 K surface 
is at ~I0 km in the polar regions and ~4 km in the tropics. The PV fields in the two 
hemispheres look similar on day 5. However, a marked difference is apparent in their 
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subsequent development. For LCn, the trough axis tilts in the northwest to southeast 
direction polewards of 50° N and in the northeast to southwest direction equatorwaxd of 
this. On days 6 and 7, the contours of PV wrap up cyclonicaJly poleward of 55° N while 
equatorward of this they axe drawn out to the south and west. In this way, the life cycle 
exhibits both cyclonic and anticyclonic behavior. The wave trough thins and is stretched 
further in the southwestward direction such that by day 8 cut off regions form. The wave 
is more zonal in the higher latitudes at this time. In contrast to this development, the 
LCs wave is tilted predominantly in the southwest to northeast direction in the SH. On 
day 6 the contours of PV begin to wrap up cyclonically. This wrapping up occurs on a 
larger scale than that in the LCn case. Isolated vortices of neax constant PV values are 
present on day 7 and 8. These vortices have a broad zonal structure and do not reach 
the low latitudes as in LCn. This case consists predominately of cyclonic behavior. By 
day 10 (not shown) the vortices have dissipated. 
The life cycle diagnostics described above for LCn and LCs are similar, but not identi­
cal. to the results reported for LCI and LC2 by THM (with LCn and LCs corresponding 
to the LCI and LC2 experiments, respectively). The main difference between the sim­
ulations is the rate of decay of the LCs case here compared with LC2 in THM. .A.fter 
reaching its peak value, the kinetic energy in LC2 levels off without decaying completely 
and does not have a second growth and decay cycle as is seen in LCs. Correspondingly, 
the vortices that form in the cyclonic wrapping up of PV contours are much more persis­
tent in LC2 than those in our LCs results. LC2 also reaches a higher maximum value of 
eddy kinetic energy than LCI, while we find similar maximum values for LCn and LCs. 
Magnusdottir et al. (1996) studied wave diagnostics of four different baroclinic wave life 
cycles, including LCl and LC2 of THM. Their findings show the classification of the 
two paradigms to be robust in terms of the PV field and wave activity diagnostics. The 
cases were not found to be distinct in terms of the eddy kinetic energy, suggesting that 
this diagnostic may not sufficiently distinguish between the two paradigms. .A.s shown in 
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Figure 4 Potential vorticity on the 315 K potential temperature surface for 
days 5-8 of LCn displayed in the NH. Contours are .5, L, 1.5, 
... 10~® s~^ K kg~^. The sectors shown represent two zonal 
wavelengths with meridional coverage from 20°N to the pole. Lines 
of constant latitude and longitude are drawn ever>' 10° and 20° 
respectively. 
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Figure 5 Poteatial vorticity on the 315 K poteatial temperature surface for 
days 5-8 of LCs displayed in the SH. Coatours (.5, 1., 1.5, ... 10~® 
s~^ K kg~^) are in absolute vaiues. The sectors shown represent 
two zonal wavelengths with meridional coverage from 20° S to the 
pole. Lines of constant latitude and longitude are drawn every 10° 
and 20° respectively. 
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Figs. 3 - 5, despite the aearly identical kinetic energy evolutions, the LCn and LCs cases 
represent fundamentally different dynamical behavior. A second difference between our 
results and those for LCI and LC2 is seen in the strength of the momentum fluxes of 
LCs and LC2. The simulation in this study produced a much stronger equatorward flux 
in the later stages of LCs than that reported for LC2, and this is linked with the stronger 
decay of this case. 
The overall appearance of cyclonic and anticyclonic behavior for the two different 
initial conditions is similar for both simulations and the minor differences are not the 
focus of this study. Possible sources of discrepancy between this simulation and that of 
THM are the model resolution ajid the strength of the horizontal diffusion. The model 
diffusion, in particulax, may ciffect the time scale on which the wave decays. 
Analysis of tracers 
Zonal mean description 
The transport that occurs during the life cycles can be observed in changes in the 
tracer fields and in regions of positive and negative tracer tendency. Figure 6 shows 
meridional cross sections of the horizontally stratified tracer, the vertically stratified 
tracer, and the mid latitude tracer at the start and end of the life cycle. The difference 
in the tracer field over this time period is shown as the time averaged tendency. Sharper 
meridional gradients are formed for all three tracers during the life cycles near the 60° 
- 70° latitude range of LCn and LCs above 600 mb. Positive tendency values are seen 
in this region which peak at 300 - 400 mb altitude, corresponding to an increase in 
tracer value over the life cycle. LCn has a broader region of positive tendency, with 
two peaks about 10° apart, than that seen in LCs. The region extends from 40°N -
70° N. with the exception being the mid latitude tracer which has a somewhat narrower 
structure. The region of positive tendency in LCs is confined to the 55°S - 75°S range. 
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Negative tendencies exist at the lower levels in the 30° - 60° latitudinal range and extend 
upwaard from the surface in narrow bands centered near 30° N and 45° - 50° S. The net 
effect displayed in Fig. 6 is that of upward zind poleward transport in the troposphere for 
latitudes ~30° - 75° for both the LCn and LCs life cycles. This transport is downgradient 
with respect to the background tracer distributions. The strongest tracer transport 
effects are seen in the high latitudes, poleward of the peak regions of eddy activity. The 
three tracers show very similar tendency structures despite the substantial differences in 
their initial configurations. Because of this similarity, we focus on the details of transport 
for the horizontally stratified tracer only. 
Figure 7 shows a latitude versus time plot of the horizontally stratified tracer on 
the 315K surface, highlighting the change in the meridional gradient of the tracer. The 
gradient in LCs is increased poleward of 60° but is weakened in the mid latitudes. LCn 
has meridional tracer gradients on this surface which are concentrated into two bands 
from 50° - 60°N and poleward of 70°N. The largest changes occur between days 5 and S. 
In both cases, the field changes relatively little after day 10. The second pulse of eddy 
activity in the LCs case (see Fig. 2) has the effect of decrecising the meridional tracer 
gradients near 30°N. 
Tracer budget analysis 
In order to study the transport of the zonal mean mixing ratio, , in the meridional 
plane associated with the developing baroclinic waves, we maJce use of the tracer conser­
vation equation based on the transformed Eulerian-mean (TEM) formalism (Andrews 
et al., 1987. Eq. 9.4.13): 
(1) 
IT and W are components of the residual mean circulation, • M is the eddy 
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Figure 7 Latitude versus time plot of the zonal mean of the horizontally 
stratified tracer on the 315 K potential temperature surface. Con­
tours are in increments of 10 kg kg"*^. 
transport term, and 5 is a source or sink term, equal to zero for the passive tracers used 
here. The TEM eddy flux vector, M , has components, 
m'" = -po(W-§^Y:] (2) 
= -Po (3) 
Note that these terms are related to the negative of the Eulerian mean tracer fluxes, 
and are also dependent on the product of the eddy heat flux and the vertical 
or meridional tracer gradient. 
Equation 1 defines the zonal mean tracer tendency in terms of transport due to 
advection by the residual circulation (tT and uT terms), transport due to eddy tracer flux 
divergence • M) and sources and sinks. The non-transport theorem (Andrews 
et al. 19S7) states that for linear, adiabatic. conservative waves, the residual circulation 
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and the eddy flux divergence are identical to zero, and under these conditions, no net 
meridional transport occxirs. However, the condition of non-transport is violated by 
the nonlinear dynamics of baxoclinic waves, and we detail here the balances in Eq. 1 
throughout the life cycles. 
The four panels in Fig. 8 depict the tracer tendency, the advection by the residual 
mean circulation, the wave transport effects, amd the calculated tendency, which is the 
sum of the later two. The calculations are averaged over days 1 - 10 of the model 
run for the horizontally stratified tracer. A comparison of the measured and calctdated 
tendencies (Figs. 8a and 8d) shows that the equation balances relatively well. The form 
of the calculated and actual tendency is similar, although in magnitude they are not 
a perfect match. Reasons for this difference may be the interpolation from the model 
levels to pressure surfaces and the finite difference approximations used for calculations 
of derivatives in the equation. 
Figure 8 also shows that over the 10 days of the life cycles, the balance of the equation 
is approximately between the tendency and the eddy tracer flux divergence, dx/dt ^ 
• M . The advection by the residual mean flow plays only a small role. The 
tendency and eddy flux divergence peak at the 300 mb - 400 mb level in the extratropics. 
There is convergence and negative tendencies at the lower levels equatorward of this. 
Overall, the eddy fluxes act to increase the constituent values in the upper troposphere 
at latitudes poleward of 50°. 
Figure 9 displays the two dominant terms in Eq. 1, the tracer tendency and the eddy 
flux divergence. The time evolution of the two quantities are displayed on latitude versus 
time grids at the 866 mb and 501 mb levels, showing the development of the eddy tracer 
transport and total tracer transport throughout the life cycles. Approximate balance 
between these two terms is seen with the eddy flux divergence being slightly larger in 
magnitude than the tendency term. On the lower surface, the region of negative tendency 
(and corresponding eddy flux convergence) in each life cycle moves equatorward with 
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Figure 8 Individual terms in the tracer continuity equation (Eq. 1) for the 
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Figiire 9 Latitude-time sections of the horizontally stratified tracer ten­
dency and the eddy flux divergence tendency on the 866 mb and 
501 mb pressure siufaces for days O-Il of the life cycle. 
time from 45° to 25°, peaking on days 5 - 6. LCn has a broader meridional structure with 
negative tendencies extending poleward with time as well. In the middle troposphere, 
the region of positive tendency (or flux divergence) moves poleward with time from 55° 
to 70° in both cases. LCn again has a broader structure. The negative tendency region 
is equatorward and weaker than the positive region. 
.A.lso included in the diagram of eddy flux divergence (Fig. Sc) are vectors depicting 
the components of the TEM eddy flux vector, and In plotting the vectors, 
the density factor in Eq. 2 is omitted, and is multiplied by a factor of 150 so that 
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aad axe plotted isotropicaJly ia the latitude-height plane. The vectors are 
in the opposite direction to the Eulerian meaji eddy tracer fluxes. These cross sections 
showing the direction and magnitude of the TEM eddy tracer flux and its divergence are 
analogous to EP flux cross sections (Edmon et al. 1980). While the EP flux diagrams 
in Fig. 3 showed definite differences between the two life cycles simulated here, the 
features of the eddy tracer flux and its divergence are quite similar for the two life 
cycles. .A.lthough the wave transport of LCn displays a broader meridional structure 
of convergence, suggesting some differences in the details of transport, the convergent 
and divergent regions are comparable for the two cases. In Fig. 8c, the distribution of 
the vector M in the latitude-height plane in general points downward and equatorward. 
Both the horizontal and vertical flux components contribute significantly to the eddy 
transport. The vectors display some differences between the two life cycles. .\t ~45''S. 
the LCs case shows downward arrows (upward transport) in contrast to the LCn case 
in which the eddy flux vectors become nearly horizontal in the subtropical regions. 
.•\nalogous to Fig. 3, Fig. 10 breaks down the eddy flux divergence and vectors into 
two time segments to demonstrate the stages of development of the wave transport 
effects. The wave transport term was shown to be the dominant influence on the changes 
to the tracer field. Regions of divergence (positive contours) indicate increasing tracer 
values. Early on in the life cycles, the divergent and convergent regions peak at the 
lower levels of the mid latitudes with the convergence of eddy tracer flux occurring 
equatorward of the divergent regions. During the mature phase of the waves (days 5 -
7). strong eddy transports are found in the middle and upper troposphere. Peak values 
of the divergence remain at the lower levels, while the positive regions peak around 
400 mb. During this time, the strongest changes in the zonal mean tracer field occur. 
The vectors of eddy flux point predominately downward and equatorward in both cases 
indicating that eddy transports are upward and poleward. 
This section has focused primarily on analysis of the horizontally stratified tracer 
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siace, as aoted in Fig. 6, the three different tracer tendencies were similar over the life 
cycles. Figure 11 displays the wave transport term of Eq. 1 for the vertically stratified 
tracer and the mid latitude tracer averaged over days 3-4 and 5-7. This should be 
compared with Fig. 10 which shows similar plots for the horizontally stratified tracer. 
The eddy flux divergence pattern is similar for the three tracers during the growth 
and mature stages of the life cycles although, the vertical extent of their features and 
the relative magnitudes of divergent and convergent regions varies among them. The 
major difference seen in the wave transport for the three passive tracers is in the eddy 
flux vectors. As noted in Fig. 8c, both the horizontal and vertical flux components 
contribute to the eddy flux vectors. In addition, the two terms that make up 
and (see Eq. 2) share in comprising the vector components. While in general the 
structure of the and fields is similar for the three tracers discussed here, the 
relative importance of the two components and the contributions of the terms which 
form them is sensitive to the distinct gradients of the tracers. Both the mid latitude 
tracer and the vertically stratified tracer display a stronger horizontal component of the 
vector than the horizontally stratified tracer. 
Synoptic description 
In the meridional plane, the description of the net change in the zonaJly averaged 
tracer fields was similar for the two life cycles simulated in this study. The net upward 
and poleward transport concentrates the tracer gradients at the high latitudes over 
the course of the simulation. The synoptic picture of the tracers, however, displays 
the different features of LCn and LCs. The horizontaJly stratified tracer on the 315K 
surface is shown in Fig. 12 for days 6 and 8 of the life cycles. Overlaid are contours of 
the absolute value of potential vorticity, defined by, 
pv =  -^ (c  +  nde/dp .  (4) 
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derived from the taodel winds and temperature fields. During the two days shown, 
the tracer and PV are LCn is drawn out equatorward from the middle latitudes and is 
advected anticyclonically. LCs shows cyclonic wrapping up of tracer and PV contours 
on day 8. 
The PV and horizontally stratified tracer fields appear highly correlated in Fig. 12 
and the description of the tracer matches the PV field on this surface (Figs. 4 and 5). In 
order to compare this more quantitatively. Figure 13 displays a scatter diagram of the 
horizontally stratified tracer and the PV field at the start of the life cycle and during 
the peaJc transport period. These plots show the value of each field at every grid point 
(of both hemispheres) on the 315 K surface. The initial relationship shows a one-to-one 
correspondence between the constituent and PV. .Although the two fields are still fairly 
well correlated on day 7, the exact initial relationship does not remain intact and the 
correspondence between the two fields is smeared out, pcirticxilarly in the extratropical 
values. Figure 14 compares the horizontally stratified and vertically stratified tracers 
in a similar fashion. Again, the initial relationship between the two fields is somewhat 
smeared in the mid latitudes during the mature stages of the life cycle. 
Zapotocny et ai. (1996; 1997) examined the ability of the CCM2 to transport and 
conserve distributions PV and an inert tracer. Their findings suggest that the two do 
not remain highly correlated and that amplifying baroclinic waves, wherein three dimen­
sional transport in the presence of vertical wind shear must be resolved, leads to spurious 
results. This suggests that the reason the initial relationships between the tracers in Figs. 
13 and 14 do not remain intact is due to the numerical transport scheme and not caused 
by physical processes associated with the baroclinic waves. However, since we are us­
ing an adiabatic version of the CCM2, comparisons of our findings with the correlation 
coefficients for tracers reported by Zapotocny et al. (1996) is not straightforward. 
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Figure 13 Scatter diagram comparing the horizontally stratified tracer mix­
ing ratio with the calculated PV field on the initiai day (left) and 
day 7 (right) of the model nm for all model grid points on the 
315 K potential temperature surface. 
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ified tracer values axe decreased by 50 for the LCs case. 
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Stratospheric tracer 
In the mid latitudes, isentropic surfaces traverse the troposphere ajid lower most 
stratosphere (see Holton et al. 1995). In this region, baxoclinic waves are a predominaiit 
source of quasi horizontal mixing on the isentropic surfaces. Recent studies have focused 
on the trajisport across the tropopause in the extratropics (Mote et al. 1994; Chen 1995). 
Mote et al. (1994) show that in the extratropics, exchange from the stratosphere to the 
troposphere occurs mainly in developing baroclinic waves and stationaxy anticyclones. 
In order to examine the issue of transport from the stratosphere to the troposphere in the 
two baroclinic wave life cycles of this study, a passive tracer is initialized with a value 
of 1 in the stratosphere (above the tropopause) and a value of 0 in the troposphere. 
The tropopause is defined here by the 2 PVU level in mid latitudes and the 380 K 
surface in the tropics, and is shown in the top panel of Fig. 15. During the model run, 
the tracer is transported into the upper troposphere as the baroclinic waves develop. 
Note that the tropopause and isentropic surfaces in this region are also deformed bv 
the growing instability. The middle panel of Fig. 15 shows the tendency of the tracer 
averaged over days 5 - 7 of the model run. The tendency field indicates that the 
tracer value has increased, from an original null value, just below the tropopause and 
decreased just above it. In the LCn case, the stratospheric tracer is transported lower 
down into the troposphere than that seen in the LCs case. Figure 15 also displays 
the eddy tracer flux divergence and vectors for the stratospheric tracer. Again, good 
agreement is seen between the tracer tendency and the eddy flux divergence terms of 
Eq. 1 demonstrating that eddy transport is the source of the stratosphere-troposphere 
exchange. The eddy tracer flux vectors point upwards and polewards signifying an 
equatorward and downward flux of tracer. 
Figure 16 displays the stratospheric tracer on the 330 K potential temperature surface 
for days 7 and 10 of the LCn case. The heavy dashed line near 40° indicates the original 
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locatioa of the tropopause. InitiaJly, the tracer has a value of one poleward of this line 
and a value of zero equatorward of it. On day 7, the niixing that has occurred along 
the isentropic surface has resulted in two-way exchange across the initial tropopause 
location. During the life cycle, the stratospheric tracer is trzinsported equatorwaxd and 
downward while tropospheric air, with zero tracer amount, is transported poleward and 
upward on the potential temperature surface. The net result, shown in Fig. 15, is 
increased stratospheric tracer amounts in the upper troposphere and decreased values 
in the lowermost stratosphere. .A.t the end of the life cycle (day 10) tracer values in the 
40° - 50° range have decreased from a vaiue of one to 0.6. 
Summary and discussion 
In this study we utilize the NCAR CCM2 to study two baroclinic wave life cycles. 
LCn and LCs. The initial differences in the horizontal zonal wind shear of the two 
cases produced two different life cycle evolutions, described briefly in Section 3. .A. more 
complete description of the two life cycle paradigms is given by THM. While the eddy 
kinetic energy evolution of the two life cycles is very similar, their distinct dynamical 
features are seen in the EP flux diagnostics and the cyclonic and anticyclonic behavior of 
their isentropic potential vorticity fields. The results presented here are fairly consistent 
with those of THM for LCl and LC2 with the difference being the faster decay of the 
LCs case compared with LC2. 
The simulation of idealized baroclinic wave life cycles provides a tool for the study 
of constituent transport in the troposphere where baxoclinic wave activity is a dominant 
feature. In this study we address the transport of four passive tracers which occurs 
during LCn and LCs, how the two life cycles affect the details of transport characteristics, 
and how the results are influenced by the initial tracer distributions. The net transport 
characteristics are analyzed by their zonal mean and synoptic descriptions and the TEM 
0 1  
LCn 330K 
Day 7 
• 
Day 10 
Figure 16 The stratospheric tracer on the 330 K potential temperature sur­
face for days 7 and 10 of LCn. The tropopause on day 0 is rep­
resented by the heavy dashed line. The sectors shown represent 
two zonal wavelengths with meridional coverage from 20° N to the 
pole. Lines of constant latitude and longitude axe drawn every 
10° and 20° respectively. 
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tracer equation formalism. 
Results show the effect on the zonal mean mixing ratios is that of downgradient 
constituent transport during the life cycles, but with characteristic spatial patterns 
maximizing in the middle-high latitudes. For the horizontally stratified, the vertically 
stratified, and mid latitude tracers of this study, this results in increasing tracer values 
in the middle ajid upper troposphere in the 55° - 75° latitudinal range and decreasing 
values at the lower levels in the 30° - 60° range. 
The TEM tracer equation formalism shows the tendency of the tracer field is influ­
enced most strongly by the eddy transport term with very little contribution from the 
transport by the mean residual circulation. Calculations of the balance in the tracer 
conservation equation show good agreement between the calculated and measured ten­
dency. The characteristics of transport in the meridional plane, shown by the tracer 
tendency and the eddy tracer flux divergence and vectors, are similar for LCn and LCs. 
LCn does display a broader meridional structure of the tracer transport as compared to 
LCs and some differences in the eddy tracer flux vectors, seen in Figs. 8c and 10. The 
broader meridional structure of the tracer transport in LCn is consistent with the larger 
meridional extent of the wave in LCn as compaared to LCs, shown in Figs. 4 and 5. How­
ever. despite their distinguishable dynamical evolutions, the net transport is remarkably 
similar for the two life cycle paradigms (Fig. 6). One of the main dynamical features 
which distinguishes LCn and LCs is the momentum flux in the upper troposphere during 
the mature stages of the life cycles, with the flux being poleward in LCn and equator-
ward in LCs. Since the terms in Eq. 1 do not directly depend upon the momentum flux, 
the changes in the tracer field are not influenced by the contrasting quantity of the two 
life cycles. 
In addition to the similarities seen between the two life cycles, the transport that 
occurs varies little with the initial constituent fields, even in the two orthogonally con­
structed tracers. This may be unexpected since the eddy tracer flux divergence and 
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vectors (Eq. 2) depend upon the horizontal and vertical gradients of the tracer fields. 
However, as the baxoclinic wave develops, gradients in the tracer fields are created which 
eliminate the perfect horizontal or vertical stratification in the mid latitudes that is 
present initially, and thus allowing for both eddy flux terms to be influential. 
In order to isolate the transport across the tropopause during the two life cycles, we 
iaitiaJize a run with a constituent in the stratosphere only. On the time scale of the 
baxoclinic wave event, transport of the constituent across the mean tropopause level is 
clearly seen, with the stratospheric tracer reaching well into the middle troposphere (see 
Fig. 15). 
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CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER STUDIES 
Overview 
This work sought to exajnine the effect of baroclinic instability on constituent vari­
ability in the upper troposphere. Baroclinic waves are a fundamental part of tropo-
spheric dynamics in the middle latitudes and are a major source of heat and momentima 
transport in this region of the atmosphere. 
A relatively new data set of upper tropospheric water vapor determined from ra­
diances measured by the MLS instrument on board the UARS satellite was used to 
examine the influences of baroclinic disturbances on atmospheric constituent fields. Wa­
ter vapor in the upper troposphere is an important atmospheric constituent. It is a key 
greenhouse gas, a source for the hydroxyl radical (the primary atmospheric oxidant), 
and a valuable tracer of atmospheric motions. This study looked at a 30 day segment 
of the data set in the Southern Hemisphere summer of 1992. Meteorological fields from 
the ECMWF analysis were compared with the water vapor fields and used to assess the 
dynamical variability during the case study. 
During the time period under study, marked medium scale wave features were ob­
served throughout the MLS upper tropospheric water vapor record. The water vapor 
data showed episodes of growth and decay in the amplitude of eastward traveling waves 
as seen in Chapter 2, Figure 4. Spectral analysis determined that the prominent modes 
in the middle latitudes were zonal waves 4-6 with periods of 10 - 15 days. The fea­
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tures seen in the water vapor corresponded to similar signatures of eastward traveling 
waves in the geopotential height fields. Calculated EP flux diagrams and the evolutions 
of the heat and momentum fluxes for this time period (not displayed here) showed the 
expected growth and decay typical of baroclinic waves. 
The water vapor fields were compared with derived PV fields. The two tracers were 
found to be well aligned and their gradients out of phase in the mid latitudes. Moist 
tropospheric air coincides with regions of low PV while the low values of water correspond 
to high PV values indicative of stratospheric air. A scatter plot of the two fields shows 
that they are approximately anticorrelated in the region of interest. However, there is 
significaJit scatter in the observed correlations. Similar scatter is found in PV-water 
correlations derived from idealized model results suggesting the scatter is not entirely 
due to sampling or instrumental effects. 
In order to study transport processes further, we simulate two baroclinic wave life 
cycles, LCn and LCs, with the NCAR CCM2. The initial differences in the horizontal 
zonal wind shear of the two cases produced two different life cycle evolutions. The 
simulation provides a tool for the study of constituent transport in the troposphere 
where baroclinic wave activity is a dominant feature. In the study presented in Chapter 
3. we address the transport of four passive tracers during LCn and LCs, studying how 
the two life cycles aifect the details of transport characteristics, and how the results are 
influenced by the initial tracer distributions. 
Results show the effect on the zonal mean mixing ratios is that of downgradient con­
stituent transport during the life cycles, but with characteristic spatial patterns maxi­
mizing in the middle and high latitudes. For the horizontally stratified, the vertically 
stratified and mid latitude tracers, this results in increasing tracer values in the middle 
and upper troposphere in the 55° - 75® latitudinal range and decreasing values at the 
lower levels in the 30® - 60° range. 
The TEM tracer equation formalism shows that the tendency of the tracer field is 
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influenced most strongly by the eddy transport term with very little contribution from 
the transport by the mean residual circulation. Calculations of the balance in the tracer 
conservation equation show good agreement between the calcidated and measured ten­
dency. The characteristics of transport in the meridional plane, shown by the tracer 
tendency and the eddy tracer flux divergence and vectors, are similar for LCn and LCs. 
The exception to this is the broader meridional structure of the tracer transport of LCn 
as compared to LCs . The broader meridional structure of the tracer transport in LCn 
is consistent with the laxger meridional extent of the wave in LCn and the fact that it 
consists of both cyclonic activity polewaxd and anticyclonic activity equatorward. How­
ever, despite their distinguishable dynamical evolutions, the net transport is remarkably 
similar for the two life cycle paradigms. 
In addition to the similarities seen between the two life cycles, the transport that 
occurs varies little with the initial constituent fields, even in the two orthogonally con­
structed tracers. This may be unexpected since the eddy tracer flux divergence and 
vectors depend upon the horizontal and vertical gradients of the tracer fields. However, 
as the baroclinic wave develops, gradients in the tracer fields are created which elimi­
nate the perfect horizontal or vertical stratification in the mid latitudes that is present 
initially, and thus allow for both eddy flux terms to be influential. 
One question that the results of this study leave us with is what the details of 
transport would look like with more realistic tracers wherein both chemical and transport 
processes are important in a more realistic atmosphere. The following section presents 
some initial results from on ongoing study that addresses this issue. 
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Transport of Chemically Active Itacers in Baroclinic Wave Life 
Cycles 
Experiment description 
In order to examine the transport of tracers influenced by both transport and chem­
istry processes in baxoclinic wave life cycles, we make use of an offline chemical transport 
model. The model MOZART (Model for OZone And Related Tracers) was developed 
in the .\tmospheric Chemistry Division of NCAR (Guy Brassuer, Didier Hauglustaine. 
and Stacy Walters) and adapted for our study. The fuU version of this model contains 
49 species and utilizes 148 chemical and photochemical reactions. We use a subset of 
these species, intended to study the chemistry of methane and related species. Table 1 
shows the limited chemical constituents used here. 
The model uses dynamical fields (winds and temperatures) from the NCAR CCM2 
(Hack et al. 199.3). In this case, the winds and temperatures are from an 18 day simula­
tion in which the model was nm under adiabatic, aquaplanet conditions and initialized 
with a baroclinically unstable state described in Chapter .3. 
Initial results 
One of the goals was to be able to separate the chemical and transport influences 
on the constituents in the model. This was done by making two model nms under 
identical conditions except that one had the chemistry turned on (producing chemical 
variations in the tracer fields) while the other had no chemistry (resulting in passive 
tracer fields). Thus, for a given species, for example ozone, a passive tracer ozone and 
a chemical-tracer ozone are available for direct comparison of the effects of transport 
versus chemistry in baroclinic waves. 
For long lived species, the transport processes dominate the distribution of the species 
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and the chemical tracer field and the passive tracer field are nearly identical. Figure I 
displays the time averaged tendency of the passive tracer O3 and the chemical tracer O3 
during the baroclinic wave life cycles, LCn and LCs (the dynamical details of the the 
life cycles are described in Chapter 3). The net changes in the ozone fields in the middle 
to high latitudes display the signatures of the passive tracers presented in the previous 
chapter. In the low latitudes, the differences between the chemical and passive ozone 
fields can be seen. This difference is due to the chemical changes in ozone during the 10 
day life cycle. 
Figure 2 displays the short lived and highly reactive species H O x  { H O x  =  H O 2 + O H )  
on the 315K potential temperature stirface. Both the chemical tracer HOx and the 
passive tracer HOx are shown for day 7 of the simulation. Despite the fact that the 
chemical tracer HOx shows a strong diurnal variability associated with its photochemical 
production, the features of the growing zonal wave 6 perturbation are clearly present 
in the extratropics. The transport signatures may not be due to the transport of HOx 
itself but due to the advection of other species contributing the the formation and loss 
of HOx- Such calculations demonstrate that transport is an important component for 
tropospheric constituent variability, even for very short lived species. These ideas along 
with aspects of chemical eddy transport will be the topics of further study. 
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Passive d03/9t Days 1.0-9.5 
Latitude 
Chemicai dOx/dt Days 1.0-9.5 
Latitude 
Figure 1 The time tendency of the zonal mean tracer fields averaged over 
days 1-10 of the model nm. Tendency contours are in ±1%, 3%... 
for the passive tracer O3 (top) and the chemical tracer O3 (bot­
tom). Shaded regions indicate negative contours. 
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Figixre 2 The passive tracer HOr (top) and the chemical tracer HOg (bot­
tom) on the 315 K potential temperature surface for day 7 of the 
simulation. Contours are of 3. 6, 9, ...x 10"*^^ in volume mixing 
ratio. 
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Table 1 Chemical species used in this study. The 
species, M, N2, O2, H2, and H2O are also in­
cluded as invariant species. 
03 HNOz 
0{'D) HO2NO2 
0  N2OS 
NO CH^ 
NO2 CH3O2 
N CHzOOH 
OH CH2O 
HO2 CO 
N2O H2O2 
iVOs 
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APPENDIX A GLOSSARY 
Adiabatic: An adiabatic process is one in which no heat is exchanged between the 
system and its surroundings. Air parcels which undergo adiabatic transformations 
remain on potential temperature surfaces. In adiabatic processes, compression 
will result in warming and expansion in cooling. Diabatic effects important in the 
atmosphere include radiative heating and latent heating. 
Anticyclonic: Anticyclonic flow is clockwise rotation in the Northern Hemisphere 
and counter clockwise rotation in the Southern Hemisphere. Cyclonic flow is in 
the opposite sense. In both hemispheres, the geostrophic wind around a center of 
high pressure is anticyclonic flow. Systems of high pressiire are also referred to as 
anticyclones. 
Bandpass filter: A bandpass filter is a filter designed to transmit signals with 
frequencies within a certain range and attenuate the signal outside of the range. 
Bare clinic: A baroclinic atmosphere is one in which the distribuion of density 
[ p )  is  such that  i t  is  a  function of both pressure (p) and temperature (T),  p  =  
p(p, T). This implies that surfaces of constant pressure have temperatmre gradients, 
and, by the thermal wind relationship, a vertical shear in the zonal wind field. 
The development of cyclonic and anticyclonic circulation occurs under strongly 
baroclinic conditions. 
Baroclinic instability: Baroclinic instability is a type of dynamic instability 
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which arises from a meridional (north - south) temperatiure gradient and a strong 
vertical wind shear. Cyclones in the mid latitudes develop as a result of this type 
of instability which converts available mean potential energy to kinetic energy of 
the disturbance. 
Barotropic: Under barotropic conditions the distribution of the atmospheric 
density [p] is such that surfaces of density and pressure (p) are parallel. For this 
case, density is solely a fimction of pressure, p = p{p), and temperature is constant 
along pressture surfaces. The thermal wind relation implies that for this type of 
temperature structure, there is no vertical shear in the geostrophic wind. 
CCM2: The CCM2 is a version of the National Center for Atmospheric Research 
Community Climate Model (Hack et al., 1993). It is a three-dimensional global 
atmospheric model for analysis and research of global climate. The model uses a 
spectral transform method in the horizontal and finite differences in the vertical to 
solve the dynamical equations for temperature, vorticity, divergence, and surface 
pressure. The vertical coordinate is a hybrid sigma coordinate. Transport of 
atmospheric constituents is accomplished by a shape preserving semi-Lagrangian 
transport method (Rasch and Williamson, 1990; Williamson and Rasch, 19S9). 
Climatology: Climatology is the branch of meteorology which studies the pre­
vailing or average state of the atmosphere and its temporal and spatial statistical 
variance. 
Coriolis parameter: The Coriolis parameter, /, is defined by / = 20 sin 0. 
where is the angular speed of the earth (7.27 x 10~®ra(/ 5~^) and 0 is degrees 
latitude. 
Cyclonic: Cyclonic flow rotates in the same sense as the earth's rotation about a 
local vertical: counterclockwise rotation in the Northern Hemisphere and clockwise 
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rotation in the Southern Hemisphere. Anticyclonic flow is in the opposite sense. In 
both hemispheres, the geostrophic wind axoimd a center of low pressure is cyclonic 
flow. Low pressure systems are also referred to as cyclones. 
European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF): 
The European Centre for Medimn Range Weather Forecasts produces numeri­
cal weather forecasts. This study uses archived global analyses available at NC-A.R 
and described by Trenberth (1992). 
Eddy kinetic energy; Eddy kinetic energy results from motion of the deviations 
of the zonal mean state. Energy values reported in this study are latitudinally 
averaged and vertically integrated as described by Randel and Stanford (1985a). 
The eddy kinetic energy is calculated by 
where u' and v' are the eddy components of the zonal and meridional wind respec­
tively. 
Eliassen-Palm Flux: The Eliassen-Palm flux is a vector with components in the 
meridional plane which measures the wave activity flux in the meridional plane 
with components proportional to the zonally averaged eddy fluxes of heat and 
momentum. The divergence of the Eliassen-Palm flux represents the total zonal 
forcing due to eddies. Appendix B provides a more complete description. 
Extratropics: The extratropics are the regions of the globe poleward of the 
tropics. 
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT): An FFT is a Fourier transform which is 
factored and rearranged in such a way so as to reduce the numerical operations 
(1) 
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and time required to complete the calcxilation. 
Geopotential height: Geopoteatial is the work required to raise a unit mass 
from sea level to a height above sea level. Geopotential height is the geopotential 
divided by the mean value of the acceleration of gravity at the surface. In the 
lower and middle atmosphere, the difference between the geopotential height and 
the geometric height is small. 
Group velocity: Group velocity is the speed at which the envelope of a group of 
waves move. The envelope is formed by waves of different frequencies and phase 
velocities which interfere with each other. The group velocity is also the velocity 
at which energy propagates. 
Hybrid-sigma coordinates: The CCM2 uses a hybrid sigma system for the ver­
tical coordinate. The lower levels of the atmosphere have a terrain following sigma 
((T = p/ps) coordinate which is smoothly reduced to a pure pressure coordinate in 
the upper levels. 
Improved Stratospheric and Mesospheric Sounder (ISAMS); The ISAMS 
insturment (Taylor et al., 1993) is one of ten on board the Upper Atmosphere Re­
search Satellite. It uses infrared pressure-modulator radiometry to measure ther­
mal emissions from atmospheric constituents at the Earth's limb. These radiances 
axe used to determine temperature and constituent distributions in the middle to 
upper atmosphere. 
Jet Core: The jet core is a region of strong horizontal winds along the axis of 
the band of strong winds (the jet stream). In the troposphere, the core of the 
subtropical jet is located just below the tropopause. The middle atmosphere jet 
core is near 40 - 60 km. 
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Kelvin wave: Equatorial Kelvin waves axe eastward propagating waves, typically 
with zonal wavenumbers I and 2. In the lower stratosphere, the waves are observed 
to have periods of 10 - 15 days and vertical wavelengths of 5 - 15 km. In the upper 
stratosphere, periods of 3 - 15 days axe observed with vertical wavelengths of 10 
- 40 km. The meridional structure of the waves is evanescent and centered over 
the equator. The theory of Kelvin waves can be described utilizing the primitive 
equations linearized about a zonal flow with the mode of interest being that of 
a zero perturbation in the meridional wind (.\ndrews et al. 1987). The paper 
in .Appendix C contains a smnmary of past observations of these waves in wind, 
temperature, and chemical constituent fields in the middle atmosphere. 
LCl, LC2, LCn, LCs: These acronyms are used to identify the life cycles of 
baroclinic growth, maturity and barotropic decay discussed in this study. LCI 
and LC2 are the labels used by Thomcroft et al. (1993) in their study of two life 
paradigms. LCn and LCs axe used to identify the two life cycles studied in the 
third chapter of this thesis. The initial zonal mean zonal wind field of LCs and 
LC2 is that of LCn and LCI but with an added barotropic component. 
Life cycles: -A.s discussed in this work, life cycles of baroclinic waves consist of 
baroclinic growth, maturity, and barotropic decay. 
The Limb Infrared Monitor of the Stratosphere (LIMS): LIMS (Gille and 
Russel, 1984) is a limb scanning radiometer with six infrared channels which was 
operational on the NIMBUS 7 spacecraft from October 1978 to May 1979. The 
instrument measured profiles of atmospheric radiance at vertical levels along the 
limb of the atmosphere. The radiances were used to determine distributions of 
temperature axid a variety of constituents in the stratosphere and mesosphere. 
Medium scale waves: .Atmospheric waves with zonal wavenumbers 4 - 7 or 
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horizontal wavelengths of ~4000 - 7000 km are medium scale waves. 
Meridional: Meridional refers to the northerly or southemly direction, as opposed 
the the zonal direction. 
Mesosphere: The mesosphere is a region of the atmosphere extending from the 
stratopause, aear 50 km, to the mesopause, at about 80 km. In this layer the 
temperatiure generally decreases with increasing altitude. 
Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS): The Microwave Limb Sounder (Barath 
et al. 1993, Jaxnot et al. 1995) is one of ten instruments on boaxd the Upper 
Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS). It observes microwave thermal emissions 
from the limb of the Eaxth's atmosphere simultaneously in spectral bands at 63, 
183, and 205 GHz to remotely sense vertical profiles of temperature, pressure 
and selected atmospheric gases. The instrument began its observations Septem­
ber 1991 and continues to be operational (as of the time this was written) with 
intermittent coverage. More informatioa may be obtained from their web site at 
http://mls.jpl.nasa.gov. 
The National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR): NC.A.R is a 
national research facility which conducts research on atmospheric related topics 
and supports tools and educational programs for the atmospheric sciences and 
university communities. NCAR is sponsored by the National Science foimdation 
and is located in Boulder, Colorado. For more information, see their web site at 
http://www.ncar.ucar.edu. 
Phase velocity: The propagation speed of a point on a wave at a constant phase, 
such as the crests or troughs of a wave. 
Potential temperature: Potential temperature, 0, is the temperature an air par­
cel at pressure p and temperature T. would obtain if it were brought adiabatically 
1 1  
to a reference pressure level, p,, usually taken as 1000 mb. Potential temperature 
is calculated, by 
0  =  T { p s /p r ,  (2 )  
where k is the ratio of the gas constant for dry air = 287Jkg~^ K~^) to the spe­
cific heat at constant pressure (<^ = 1004/^:^"'^ For dry, adiabatic motions, 
potential temperature is conserved. 
Potential vorticity: Potential vorticity (PV) is a derived scalar quantity defined 
by the projection of the absolute vorticity onto the potential temperature gradient. 
The quantity is conserved for frictionless, adiabatic motions and can be defined by 
p v  = -g{ c  +  f ) d e / d p  (3) 
where g is the gravitational acceleration, (,*+/ is the absolute vorticity, 9 is potential 
temperature and p is pressure. 
Quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO): The QBO is an oscillation foxmd in the 
mean zonal winds of the equatorial stratosphere. The QBO has zonally symmet­
ric easterly and westerly wind regimes which alternates with periods from about 
24 to 30 months. Successive regimes appeax near the 30 km level and propagate 
downward at a rate of 1 km/month. The oscillation is symmetric about the equa­
tor. The QBO is thought to be forced by vertically propagating Kelvin waves. 
Rossby-gravity waves and inertia-gravity waves from the troposphere. 
Rossby waves: Rossby waves (also referred to as planetaxy waves) are low fre­
quency waves of long wavelength on the planetary scale. The gradient of the 
Coriolis paxameter provides the restoring force for the wave. 
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Scale height: The scale height {H) for an atmospheric quantity is the depth of 
the atmosphere through which the quantity drops ofF by a factor of e. For pressure 
and density in the eeirth's atmosphere, H ~ 7km. 
Semiannual Oscillation (SAO): The SAO consists of two separate and out 
of phase oscillations centered at the tropical stratopause and the mesopause with 
periods near six months. The westerly phase of the stratopause oscillation prop­
agates downward from the mesosphere into the stratosphere while the easterly 
accelerations occur over a depth of the atmosphere simultaneously. 
Storm tracks: Storm tracks axe the prominent regions that mid latitude synoptic 
scale storms propagate along. 
Stratosphere: The stratosphere is the region of the atmosphere which extends 
from the tropopause, near 10 - 12 km, to the stratopause near 50 km. The strato­
sphere has a large static stability leading to stratification and reduced vertical 
mixing. Temperatures increase slowly with altitude in this region. There is an 
abrupt change in the concentrations of water vapor, ozone, and potential vortic-
ity between the troposphere and stratosphere, with water vapor decreasing while 
ozone and potential vorticity increase with height. 
Subtropics: The subtropics are regions in each hemisphere between the tropics 
and mid latitudes with boundaries roughly aroimd ±35° latitude. 
Synoptic: A comprehensive and instantaneous view of the atmosphere. Typical 
spatial scales of weather phenomenon are on synoptic scales, between mesoscale 
(~tens of kilometers) and planetary scale (covering the planet). 
Tendency: Tendency is the local rate of change of a quantity with time at fixed 
location. 
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Thermal Wind: The thermal wind equation relates the vertical shear of the 
geostrophic wind components ("UjjUj) with the horizontal potential temperature 
gradients, as in, 
^ (4) 
a z  H S 9 y  '  '  
dvg. _ R dT 
R is the gas constant for dry air, H the atmospheric scale height, / the Coriolis 
parameter; T is temperature; and x, y, and z represent the longitudinal, latitu­
dinal and vertical coordinates. These expressions result from an assumption of 
geostrophic balance (the Coriolis force is roughly balaiiced by the horizontal gra­
dients of geopotential) ajid the hydrostatic relation. 
Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS): TOMS is a satellite instru­
ment which measures global distributions of total ozone in a vertical column. The 
instalment determines ozone column amounts by measuring the albedo (reflectiv­
ity) of the earth at ultraviolet wavelengths where ozone is a strong absorber. 
Transformed Eulerian Mean (TEM): The transformed Eulerian mean for­
malism manipulates the primitive equations and the continuity equation for tracer 
mixing ratio to effectively separate the effects of the eddy terms. See Appendix B. 
Tropics: The tropics are the regions of the globe between the Tropics of Cancer 
and Capricorn (±23°27'). 
Troposphere: The troposphere is the lowest level of the atmosphere extending 
from the Earth's surface to ~ 10 - 16 km. The upper limit is called the tropopause. 
The troposphere contains roughly 80% of the mass of the atmosphere, .\verage 
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temperatures decrease steadily with height throughout this region. The tropo­
sphere is characterized by rapid vertical mixing and contains nearly all the water 
vapor in the earth's atmosphere. 
Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS): The NASA Upper .Atmo­
sphere Research Satellite (Reber 1993; Reber et al. 1993) was deployed from the 
space shuttle Discovery in September 1991. Its mission is to provide a comprehen­
sive study of the stratosphere, mesosphere and thermosphere. UARS instnunents 
make measiurements of temperature, pressure, wind velocity and concentrations 
of species in the atmosphere with the goal of understanding the chemistry and 
dynamics of the middle atmosphere and the coupling between the two. 
United Kingdom Meteorological Office (UKMO): The UKMO is the of­
fice which provides a variety of weather and climate related services, including 
forecasting, in the United Kingdom. 
Vorticity: Vorticity is a measure of the rotation of a fluid defined by the curl of its 
velocity, u; = V x u. Often atmospheric dynamical studies are only concerned with 
the vertical component of vorticity. The reason for this is that horizontaJ velocities 
are several orders of magnitude larger than vertical velocities, making the relevant 
component of vorticity the vertical component. For an inertia! nonrotating frame 
of reference, vorticity is referred to as absolute vorticity, which is the sum of the 
relative vorticity (the curl of the relative velocity) and planetary vorticity (which 
accounts for the rotation of the earth). 
Zonal: Zonal refers to the easterly and westerly direction along a latitude circle. 
Zonal wavenumber: The number of complete wavelengths which fit around a 
latitude circle. 
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APPENDIX B TRANSFORMED EULERIAN MEAN 
FORMALISM 
Analysis of the zonally averaged atmospheric circulation can be accomplished by 
separating atmospheric variables into zonai mean and disturbance (or eddy) parts, sub­
stituting these variables into the primitive equations and then zonally averaging these 
equations. This yields the Eulerian mean set of equations (.A.ndrews et al. 1987). How­
ever. this formalism doesn't allow efficient interpretation of the effects of the eddy forcing 
on the zonal mean state, because the mean meridional circulation is not independent 
of the eddy flux terms, and the eddy and mean flow effects tend to cancel each other 
out to some extent. An alternate approach is the Transformed Eulerian Mean (TEM) 
formalism (Andrews et al. 1987). This approach is advantageous in that it more effec­
tively separates the influences of the eddy fluxes of heat and momentum on the zonal 
mean state from the mean flow forcing terms. For convenience, we present the quasi-
geostrophic equations in spherical coordinates in this discussion. The transformation 
for this formalism is accomplished by defining a residual mean meridional circulation. 
(jT.uT), where 
( 1 )  
Then under this transformation, the TEM equations are as follows: 
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— - /ou = (poa cos 4>) ^ V • F + X (3) 
{cos^n}') + po 
(4) 
(5) 
. d u  R i d T  ^  
^ ° d z  H a  d < f > ~  (6 )  
Equations 3-6 axe the zonal momentum balance equation, the thennodynamic baJance. 
the mass continuity equation, and the thermal wind relations respectively. Overbars 
d e p i c t  z o n a l  m e a n  v a l u e s  a n d  p r i m e s  d e n o t e  d e v i a t i o n  f r o m  t h e  z o n a l  m e a n ,  { u . v . w )  
are the zonal mean wind components, T is the zonal mean temperature, Q is the zonal 
mean radiative heating rate, X represents the zonal mean nonconservative forcing, and 
v'T' is the meridional heat flux, fo is the Coriolis parameter, po is density, 4> is degrees 
latitude, a is the eaxth's radius, R is the dry air gas constant, and H is the atmospheric 
scale height. The Brunt-Vaisalla parameter, iV^, is given by The 
Eliassen-Palm (EP) flux vector, F, and its divergence are defined by, 
The zonal mean TEM momentum equation (Eq. 3) shows that the eddy fluxes do not 
act separately, but combine to produce an acceleration of the zonal mean flow and a mean 
meridional flow when the EP flux divergence is non zero. The non-acceleration theorem 
states that for adiabatic. linear, steady, conservative waves, the EP flux divergence 
(8)  
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vanishes and the steady state exists: Ut = 0. In the atmosphere, waves violate these 
idealized conditions and produce an acceleration of the zonal mean flow. 
Eliassen-Palm (EP) flux diagrams (Edmon et al. 1980) are useful to depict the di­
rection and relative importance of eddy heat and momentum fluxes along with the net 
wave forcing of the zonal mean flow. Plotting conventions for the EP flux vectors and 
divergence (Edmon et al. 1980, Randel and Stanford 1985a) requires that the vector 
components plotted axe multiplied by 27ra cos to account for the spherical geometry of 
the earth and to make F appear nondivergent when V • F = 0. A scaling factor of 
is also applied to the vectors so that they can be displayed into the stratospheric regions 
in the diagrams. 
The TEM formalism can also be used to write the tracer transport equation, 
dx v" d\ dy , 
Y is the zonal mean tracer mixing ratio, Pq~^V • M is the eddy transport term, and 
5 is a source or sink term. The TEM eddy flux vector, M, has components, 
/? j.t'TI \ 
D T/T' \ 
+ (11) 
Note that these terms are related to the negative of the Eulerian mean tracer fluxes. 
(y'\', w'x'). and are also dependent on the product of the eddy heat flux and 
the verticai or meridional tracer gradient. 
The TEM tracer conservation equation defines the zonal mean tracer tendency in 
terms of transport due to advection by the residual circulation (F* and W terms), trans­
port due to eddy tracer flux divergence V • M) and sources and sinks. The non-
transport theorem (.Andrews et al. 1987) states that for linear, adiabatic. conservative 
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waves, the residual circiilation and the eddy flux divergence are identical to zero, and 
under these conditions, no net transport occurs. 
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APPENDIX C SPACE-TIME INTEGRITY OF IMPROVED 
STRATOSPHERIC AND MESOSPHERIC SOUNDER AND 
MICROWAVE LIMB SOUNDER TEMPERATURE FIELDS 
AT KELVIN WAVE SCALES 
A paper published in the Journal of Geophysical Research^ 
E. M. Stone^, J. L. Stanford^, J. R. Ziemke^, D. R. AUen^, F. W. Taylor^, C. D. 
Rodgers^, B. N. Lawrence^, E. F. Fishbein'', L. S. Elson"*, and J. W. Waters"* 
Abstract 
Space-time analyses, which are sensitive to details of retrieval and gridding processes 
not seen in zonaJ and time means, are used to investigate the integrity of version 8 grid-
ded retrieved temperatures from the improved stratospheric and mesospheric sounder 
(ISAMS) on the upper atmosphere research satellite (UARS). This note presents re­
sults of such analyses applied to ISAMS tropical data. Comparisons axe made with 
microwave limb sounder (MLS), also on UARS, temperatures. Prominent zonal wave 
number 1 features are observed with characteristics similar to those expected for Kelvin 
waves. Time versus longitude plots reveal quasi-regular eastward phase progression from 
^ Reprinted with permission from Journal of Geophysical tlesearch, 100,14089-14096,1995, copyright 
by the .American Geophysical Union. 
"Department of Physics and Astronomy, Iowa State University, .\mes 
^Department of .Atmospheric, Oceanic, and Planeteiry Physics, University of Oxford. Oxford 
''Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena 
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November 1991 to mid-Januaxy 1992. The perturbations extend throughout the upper 
stratosphere and lower mesosphere (altitudes of 32-64 km), exhibiting peak-to-peaJc am­
plitudes of up to 2°-3'' K 8iad periods from ~ 2 weeks in midstratosphere to ~ 1 week 
at higher altitudes. Faster Kelvin waves with periods of 3-5 days axe also found in the 
lower mesosphere. Height versus time plots reveal downward phjise and upward group 
velocities, consistent with forcing from below. Vertical wavelengths are ~ 20 km for the 
slower mode and about twice this scale for the faster 3 to 5-day mode. The features are 
trapped within ±10°-15° of the equator. Kelvin wave signatures in ISAMS and MLS 
temperatures axe compared at 10 and 1 hPa. Good agreement is found, illustrating the 
internal consistency and ability of both ISAMS and MLS temperature grids to capture 
relatively small amplitude features with space-time scales of fast, zonaily asymmetric 
equatorial modes. 
Introduction 
The primary objective of this paper is to demonstrate the space-time integrity of im­
proved stratospheric and mesospheric sounder (ISAMS) and microwave limb 
sounder (MLS) temperature grids through investigation of equatorial Kelvin wave sig­
natures. Because space-time spectral analysis provides a rather sensitive tool for inves­
tigating details which may be obscured in zonal means and time averages, these results 
provide a measure of validation of retrieval and gridding processes. 
Evidence for equatorial Kelvin modes in the upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere 
have been reported by Hirota [1978] using rocketsonde data and by Salby et al. [1984] 
using limb infrared monitor of the stratosphere (LIMS) (on Nimbus 7) temperature data. 
Kelvin waves have been reported in middle atmosphere constituents by Randel [1990] in 
LIMS ozone, water vapor, nitric acid and nitrogen dioxide data, by Salby et al. [1990] 
in LIMS ozone and nitrogen dioxide data, by Prata [1990] and Hirota et al. [1991] in 
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solar backscattered ultraviolet (SBUV) ozone data, by Randel and Gille [1991] in SBL'V 
and LIMS ozone data, and by Zitmke and Stanford [1994] in total ozone measurements 
from the total ozone mapping spectrometer instnmient. Kelvin waves are important 
because of their dynamical forcing of middle atmosphere circulation. For example, there 
is evidence that they provide a major component of the forcing required to accelerate 
the eastward wind phase of the quasi-biennial oscillation [Andrews et al., 1987]. Kelvin 
waves axe also involved in the eastward forcing of the semiannual oscillation, but it is 
yet uncertain whether they are the primary forcing agent. 
We next briefly describe the ISAMS and MLS instruments, data, and the analysis 
procedures used here. We then present evidence that ISAMS equatorial temperature 
fields contain Kelvin-wave-like signals throughout much of the upper stratosphere and 
lower mesosphere. The clarity of the waves is indicative of ISAMS's ability to capture 
relatively small amplitude temperature perturbations on these spatial and temporal 
scales. Finally, comparison is made between Kelvin wave signatures in ISAMS and MLS 
data. The agreement is shown to be good, enhancing confidence in both data sets. 
The ISAMS and MLS Instruments and Data 
ISAMS Instrument 
ISAMS, one of 10 upper atmosphere research satellite (UARS) instruments, is an 
infrared gas correlation radiometer with absolute radiometric calibration, using both 
wideband techniques and pressure-modulated cells containing a number of the trace 
gases to be observed. The instrument is a limb sounder, observing thermally emitted 
atmospheric radiation at the limb of the Earth. ISAMS, alone amongst the U-\RS 
stratospheric sounders, had the capacity to view both sides of the spacecraft. The gen­
eral pressure modulation technique [Taylor, 1983] has been successfully used for years 
on meteorological satellites, including the predecessor instrument, the stratospheric and 
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mesospheric sounder on Nimbus 7 cind the stratospheric sounder unit (SSU) instniments 
which have played a vital role in obtaining the observational database for the strato­
sphere. ISAMS is described in the UARS Project Data Book (NASA Goddard Space 
Flight Center, General Electric, Astro-Space Division, Greenbelt, Maryland, 1987) and 
by Taylor et al. [1993]. 
MLS Instrument 
The microwave limb sounder, another UARS instnmient, uses a I.6-m scanning an­
tenna to observe the limb of the atmosphere simultaneously in spectral bands at 63,183, 
and 205 GHz [Barath et al., 1993]. These observations allow the determination of chlo­
rine monoxide, ozone, water vapor, and temperature in the stratosphere and mesosphere 
during both day ajid night and in the presence of stratospheric clouds and aerosols. De­
tails of temperature retrieval techniques, accuracies and validation have been described 
by Fishbein et al. [1995]. 
Data 
In spite of early failure of the ISAMS instnmient, global data records of appro.xi-
mately 6 months total have been obtained from ISAMS. This study uses 83 continuous 
days, October 28, 1991-January 18, 1992, of ISAMS version 8 along-track (L3AT) tem­
perature data which have been globally gridded. The data were synoptically gridded 
for r2GMT, using an objective analysis scheme which weighted all data within 2000 km 
aad 12 hours of the output grid points. The weighting factors were chosen so that the 
e-folding influence in distance and time were 500 km and 6 hours. The gridding scheme 
was validated by gridding along-track stratospheric sounding unit (SSU) data and com­
paring the resulting analysis with the United Kingdom Meteorological Office (UKMO) 
analysis. The output grid chosen retained the full vertical resolution of the data, re­
sulting in 36 levels, from 237 hPa to 0.01 hPa (1.43 to 11.51 scale heights, respectively. 
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one scale height chosen to be 6950 m). Note, however, that ISAMS did not measure 
below 100 hPa altitude and the version 8 retrievals are largely climatology above 0.1 
hPa [Rodgers et aL, 1994]. Details about the ISAMS temperature retrievals axe given 
by Dudhia and Livesey [1995]. The horizontal grid has spacings of 10° in longitude and 
5° in latitude, beginning at 0°E and 87.5°S, respectively. 
The MLS data described here were produced as described in Elson and Froidevaux 
[1993]. This process, based on work by Salby [1982a, b] and Lait and Stanford [1988], 
involves rotating the space and time coordinates to a suitable system where fast Fourier 
transforms (FFTs) can be used to calculate the space-time spectral coefl&cients. The 
procedure uses time ordered (level .3AT) data but is generally limited to short (~L 
week) analysis periods by drift in the U.ARS orbital period. Inverse transforms convert 
the coefficients to synoptic maps (i.e., one output time for all latitude/longitude grid 
points). The synoptic maps are gridded with 5 degree longitude by 4 degree latitude 
spacings. These maps were then analyzed by the approach described next in section 3. 
Analysis Procedure 
Space-time spectra were computed using an 84-day window length. Data from day 83 
(January 18,1992) were copied to form day 84 to provide an even-numbered series length 
for convenience in spectral analyses. During the calculation of power spectra, time series 
averages were removed and a 10%-10% cosine taper window applied to reduce leakage. 
These power spectra calculations also included a decomposition in space-time variables 
into eastward and westward components [see the appendix of Ziemke and Stanford, 
1990], no effort was made to remove standing wave variability in the data. A 0.25-0.5-
0.25 running meaxi was applied once to the raw power ordinates as a spectral estimator. 
Raw power spectra ordinates are defined in this study by (2A/)~^[A^(fc,C4;) + 
where A/ is the imit bandwidth (1 d~^ here). .4(fc,u;) and B{k,u;) are calculated via 
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fast Fourier transform (FFT) in both time and space from the following zonal space-time 
harmonic definition for temperature T: 
ir/Axir/At 
E k=0 
Here t (r) denotes time (zonal distance), At is the temporal sampling interval equal to 
p 
T ± { x , t )  =  ^  ^  ^^ \ A ± { k , u } ) c o s { k x  ± u d ) B ± { k , L i j ) s m { k x  ± u j t )  .  (I) 
1 day, Ax is the spatial sampling interval of k is the zonal wave number with 
units of per meter, uj is the circular frequency, a is the Earth's radius, (p is latitude and 
+ (—) denotes the westward (ezistward) propagating component of T. The band-pass 
filter response function given by Murakami [1979] was applied in frequency space (using 
an inverse FFT) to reconstruct band-pass filtered time series. 
Results 
Characteristics of Kelvin Waves 
The rocket and satellite data analyses noted in the introduction have revealed Kelvin 
waves in the upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere with periods in the range of 
5-10 days and vertical wavelengths of 10-40 km. The fast Kelvin wave is observed 
to have periods of 3 to 5 days and vertical wavelengths of 40 km. The waves have 
eastward phase movement and occur episodically. Their downward phase propagation is 
consistent with upward energy flux, presumably being excited in the troposphere below. 
These observations are consistent with theoretical predictions based on the linearized 
primitive equations of motion on an equatorial beta plane [Andrews et ai, 1987], The 
theory predicts low latitude confinement for the disturbances, which is also observed. 
VVe next examine analyses of ISAMS temperature fields and show that they contain 
wave-like perturbations similar to those described above for Kelvin waves. 
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ISAMS Analyses 
Figiire 1 shows the power spectrum for zonal wave number 1 (one wavelength fits 
axound the equator) ISAMS temperature fields at the equator. Wave number 2 showed 
less clear Kelvin wave signatures in unfiltered ISAMS data and is not discussed here. In 
Figures 1-3, 5, and 6 "equator" is defined to be the average of data at the 2.5°N and 
2.5°S latitude grid points. Altitude is plotted on the vertical axis, and the periods of 
eastward and westward moving wave 1 perturbations are indicated on the right and left 
horizontal axes. The westward features are presmnably Rossby modes. In this paper we 
focus on the eastward spectral features. 
The eastward moving perturbations exhibit enhanced spectral power in a band of 
periods extending from near 12 days at 10 hPa (32 km altitude) to about a week at 1 
hPa (48 km altitude) in Figure 1. A second band of enhanced power is seen from 0.75 
hPa to 0.1 hPa with a period of 3 to 4 days. In ISAMS version 8 the retrievals were 
increasingly relajced to climatology at altitudes above 0.1 hPa. 
On the basis of these spectral band results, the data were band-pass filtered with half 
amplitude response at 4- and 16-day periods to study the first band of spectral power and 
with half amplitude response at 3 and 5 days to analyze the second band. Reconstructed 
wave 1 band-passed temperature fields at 10, 1, and 0.2 hPa are shown in Figure 2. Peak-
to-peaJc temperature perturbations are 2-3 K. The contours of temperature reveal clear 
episodes of eastward phase progression in which the longitude of constant phase lines 
moves eastward with time. This is especially clear during UARS days 86 (early December 
1991) to 121 (beginning of January 1992) at 10 hPa, 76 to 101 at 1 hPa and 77 to the 
end of the record at 0.2 hPa. The latter 20 days or so of the record contain particularly 
strong signals at the highest altitude, 0.2 hPa (58 km), in the lower mesosphere. 
The vertical structure of the features and their time variation may be further ex­
amined with the aid of Figure 3. A pronounced packet of waves at 1 hPa and above is 
i 
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observed (Figiire 3a) for about a month, starting around UARS day 76 (near the end 
of November 1991). Downward phase progression w^ith time is evident. Upward group 
velocity (packet envelope movement) can also be discerned in the lower levels. Both 
phase and group velocity are consistent with forcing from below. The average period 
of oscillations in this wave packet is about 6 days in the upper levels. Near 10 hPa the 
periods are somewhat longer. Identifiable downward phase motions can also be seen 
early in the record, during days 47-76 at 10 to 1 hPa, and again in the latter paxt of 
the record. Such episodic behavior is reminiscent of Kelvin wave behavior observed in 
LIMS data [Salby et al., 1984]. 
The features exhibit longer periods, ~ 2 weeks, in midstratosphere, decreasing to ~ 
6 days at 0.1-1 hPa. In addition to this slower Kelvin mode, a faster featvure is found in 
the lower mesosphere, with .3 to 5-day periods. 
In Figure 3b the vertical structure of the faster mode is seen. Near the end of 
December 1991 a relatively intense wave packet with downward phase progression occurs 
at upper levels (0.1-1 hPa). The phase tilt of this mode is more uniform in height than 
that seen in Figure 3a. These results axe similar to a wave number 1 Kelvin wave feature 
with a period of 3.5-4.0 days seen in LIMS temperature data [Salby et al., 1984]. 
Largest temperature amplitudes appearing at the highest levels in Figure 3a and 3b 
indicate the presence of a strong shear of the zonal wind with height. Tropical zonal 
winds are described as large and negative in the higher levels shown in Figure 3, due to 
the westward wind phase of the semiannual oscillation at these heights around December 
and January [see Andrews et al., 1987]. The data assimilation model winds (from the 
UKMO) shown by Canziani et al., [1994] in their Figure la confirm these anticipated 
large westward winds around the stratopause dvuring these months. Returning to Figure 
3. amplitudes for both the slow and fast cases appear in the upper levels where the 
waves would be furthest from critical levels, and where vertical group velocities would 
be largest in theory [Andrews et al.. 1987]. 
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From Figvire 3 it can be estimated that dnring the intense phase of the slower mode 
(days 76 through 106), the vertical wavelength of the perturbations is ~ 20 km. The 3 
to 5-day feature has vertical wavelengths about twice as long. 
Finally, Figure 4 shows that the features studied here exhibit equatorial trapping as 
predicted for Kelvin waves. Figure 4 shows time versus latitude plots of temperatiire, at 
10 hPa (midstratosphere) and 1 hPa (near the stratopause). The amplitude peaks are 
centered on the equator and fall off appreciably for latitudes beyond about ±10°-15° 
latitude. This is consistent with Kelvin wave dynamics and with previous observational 
studies mentioned in the introduction. Figure 4 also indicates that there are times when 
the oscillations are not centered on the equator. These deviations are most likely due to 
the influence of latitudinal shear in the meaji zonal flow [Boyd, 1982]. 
Comparison With MLS Data 
The ISAMS temperature perturbations have been compared with traveling wave 
features identified in preliminary analyses of contemporaneous microwave limb sounder 
(MLS) temperature fields. Good agreement between the two data sets is found on Kelvin 
wave space-time scales (wave 1, 4 to 16-day periods). The comparison is made for the 
time period of UARS days 85-124 (December 5, 1991-January 13, 1992). A time series 
of the two data sets at 0° axid 60°E longitude and 10 hPa and 1 hPa is shown in Figure 
5. The two data sets with different measurement and gridding techniques deviate little 
at 10 hPa and only slightly more at 1 hPa on the fine scale of the Kelvin wave features 
presented in this paper. 
Figure 6 shows a time series of the amplitude and phase of the wave 1 signaJ filtered 
for the band of frequencies of 4 to 16 days at 10 and 1 hPa. Again good agreement is 
seen, adding confidence to the existence of the Kelvin wave in this time period. 
One noticeable difference seen in Figure 6 at 1 hPa is the zonal propagation after 
U.A.RS day 108 (December 28, 1991). For days 109-111 MLS appears to show eastward 
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propagation while ISAMS shows westward, though the phases are indeterminate by 
multiples of '2ir, and this effect may not be real. 
Canziani et al. [1994] aJso analyzed Kelvin waves in MLS data. h.t altitudes above 
10 hPa, their Kelvin wave 1 phases do not agree with our residts in Figures 5 and 6. 
Their approach, while making use of the coordinate rotation cind FFT described above, 
differed in that they used latitude gridded (level SAL) data which aie unevenly spaced in 
time and longitude due to the variations in the orbital period described above. Because 
of this, and due to a programming error (P. O. Cajiziani, personal communication, 1994), 
differences between the two results might be expected. 
Comparison of space-time spectral ajiaiysis on Kelvin wave scales is a rather sensitive 
and demanding test of both ISAMS and MLS instruments, their respective retrieval 
schemes and gridding procedures. We consider the agreement seen in Figures 5 and 6 to 
be very good. This suggests that both data sets are internally consistent at these spatial 
and temporal scales in the upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere. 
Summary 
The spectral decomposition and analyses presented in this paper reveal chaxacter-
istics indicative of Kelvin wave behavior in upper stratospheric and lower mesospheric 
ISAMS temperature fields. These perturbations exhibit peak-to-peak amplitudes of 2-3 
K, eastward phase progression, equatorial trapping, and episodic nature. The Kelvin 
wave periods decrease from ~ 2 weeks at 10 hPa (32 km altitude) to about 1 week near 
O.I hPa (64 km altitude). Faster modes (3 to 5-day periods) are observed, but only in 
the lower mesosphere. The slower modes have vertical wavelengths ~ 20 km while the 
faster 3 to 5-day mode has about twice this scale. Their downward phase progression 
and upward group velocity axe consistent with upward propagation of energy from exci­
tation at lower altitudes (presimiably the troposphere). These characteristics are similar 
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to those predicted by Kelvin wave dynamics and reminiscent of Kelvin waves found in 
earlier analyses of LIMS data at these altitudes. 
Comparison with contemporaneous MLS temperature fields shows good agreement 
in details of Kelvin wave propagation chaxacteristics. Because space-time spectrai de­
composition is sensitive to details of the retrieval and gridding processes, these results 
add credence to the integrity of both. ISAMS and MLS data sets on spatial scales and 
timescales not possible to validate with zonal and time means. The agreement seen 
constitutes a rather demanding test of both ISAMS and MLS data sets and suggests 
good internal consistency at these spatial and temporal scales in the upper stratosphere 
and lower mesosphere. 
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